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poverty pocket (being surrounded by high poverty tracts) had a detrimental effect on

tract outcomes, while employment growth and social capital had positive ones.

Interaction terms are used in a second model to assess the effects of initial own

poverty level on poverty change determinants. Significant spatial lag and spatial error

correction parameters again indicate that the fates of neighboring tracts are tied

together. Results from the interaction model show that there are significant differences

in poverty determinants based on tract poverty rate at the beginning of the period.

Having higher levels of minorities or poverty pocket location had a negative effect on

poverty reduction in low poverty tracts, while college education rates had a positive

effect. Poverty reductions in high poverty tracts were speeded by employment growth

and social capital. The results suggest that anti-poverty policies, to be most effective,

need to be sensitive to the effects of geography, and that employment growth is

effective in reducing poverty, particularly in high poverty areas.
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Employment Growth, Social Capital, and Spatial Determinants of Poverty

Change

Chapter 1. Introduction

Prior to the 1980's, expanding economic activity resulted in reductions in

poverty rates in the United States. This presented a "win-win" situation for politicians

and policy makers; increasing economic growth helped everyone, including the poor.

This situation, however, changed in the 1990's. Early in the decade, declining wages

and increases in unemployment resulted in increases in poverty, even through the

economic growth period that occurred at the end of the recession in 1990-1991 (Blank

1996). Later in the decade, the large economic expansion brought an overall decrease

in both rates of poverty as well as concentrations of poverty, when comparing data

from 1990 with 2000. This decade represents an interesting window for viewing

poverty reduction patterns across the country as it also corresponds with broad policy

changes (e.g., the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act,

or PRWORA) that have potential for significant effects on some of the most

vulnerable poor families.

Poverty status usually refers to that calculated by the US Census Bureau,

which compares income to need, adjusted for family size and configuration (appendix

A). This information is collected at each decennial census for the previous year's

income. Data from the 2000 census therefore refers to income for calendar year 1999,

and is compared with the poverty threshold table from that year to determine poverty
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rates. Poverty rates between decennial censuses are calculated using the smaller

samples surveyed by the Census Bureau for the current population survey (CPS). In

1990, 13.1% of the United States population lived below the poverty line. By 2000

that percentage had fallen to 12.4% (Bishaw). On a population wide basis, the change

was -0.7 percentage points.

Poverty research has usually relied on county data for empirical modeling of

determinants of poverty. There are many advantages to using county data. County

boundaries do not change very often, and records of some county data extend back to

the late 1800s, making long-term data comparisons possible. There are about 3,000

counties in the United States, so there are enough observations for empirical work,

even when subdivided into categories of interest. In many ways, counties have become

a standard unit of data aggregation, and often data from many different sources can be

linked to county data. Overall, county data remains relatively stable in configuration,

easy to use, and widely available, and so has been the data of choice for many years in

poverty research.

There are problems with county aggregations, however. Counties vary widely

in population. Counties that contain large cities may have millions of residents, while

remote rural counties may only have a few thousand. Counties were delineated in

large part through political means as the need arose, and so often do not follow logical

boundaries. Particularly in the West, where counties can be quite large, a single county

may combine urban areas with rural areas that are not economically integrated. For
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many of the variables of interest in poverty studies, this means that key factors such

as educational attainment are averages of a wide variety of values.

Clearly, a smaller, more homogenous unit of aggregation would be better

econometrically. Data that more accurately represent the existing economic

connections would be desirable. Census tracts, as sub-units of counties, possess these

advantageous features. Delineated from the top-down as relatively similar groups of

2,000 - 8,000 residents, they are available for recent census data and can be

aggregated up to the county level if needed. However, there are some shortcomings:

data for all the territory of the US are only available for the 1990 and 2000 census the

boundaries of tracts change following each decennial census; and the number of tracts

is almost overwhelming in scope (there are approximately 65,000 census tracts in the

U.S. for 2000 census data).

Poverty in the United States is unevenly distributed across the landscape

(Jolliffe). While national market forces exert control on poverty levels through

mechanisms that distribute economic resources, government policies and institutions

can also affect poverty by reinforcing or countering the market's tendency toward

uneven distribution (Kodras). The interaction of the two is place specific, as are many

features of the market that play a significant role in detennining incidence and depth

of poverty. These place specific forces have resulted in an uneven distribution, with
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poverty tending to aggregate in remote rural and central city areas1. Researchers

exploring the higher poverty rates in these areas have generally attributed them to

lower human capital, structural and economic disadvantages, government incentives,

or self-perpetuating "cultures" of poverty (Rural Sociological Society). Higher poverty

rates in rural areas have been particularly intractable. The Economic Research Service

of the USDA has designated non-metropolitan counties as persistently poor if they

have had poverty rates of at least 20% since the 1960 census. When applying that

criterion to all counties, there were 382 persistently poor counties in the US in 2000,

95% of which are considered rural (Miller, Crandall, and Weber). Figure 1 shows

1990 tract level poverty across the United States, with ERS persistent poverty counties

outlined as well. Areas of persistent poverty counties - primarily the Mississippi

Delta, Appalachia, the Rio Grande border, and Native American reservations - also

show high tract poverty rates. Poor tracts, however, also are frequently in the central

city (displayed as disproportionate circles in order to be visible).

"Rural" and "urban" in this paper is used interchangeably with "metropolitan" and "non-

metropolitan", respectively. Metropolitan status is defined by the Office of Management and Budget to

include counties with an urbanized area of greater than 50,000 and surrounding economically tied

counties. All other counties are considered non-metropolitan.
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The decline in poverty between 1990 and 2000 was not uniform across the

U.S. Many areas of severe poverty experienced the most significant declines. Figure 2

outlines the nationwide values of the dependent variable used in this study, the

percentage point change in tract poverty rate between 1990 and 2000. Traditionally

high poverty areas exhibit large decreases and traditionally affluent areas, in

particular, the West and Northeast, show increases.

Recent urban poverty research has also explored to what extent there exists a

"neighborhood" effect. Positive externalities may exist for those poor who live in a

predominantly non-poor neighborhood, while negative externalities may exist for

those living in areas of highly concentrated poverty (Schiller). The implication is that

a person living in a poor area will have less success than an equivalent person in a

more economically integrated area. Some government programs, such as the "Moving

to Opportunity" housing voucher program, have attempted to explore this relationship,

by offering poor individuals the opportunity to move out of aggregate poverty areas

(in this case, low-income housing) and into suburban areas through rent subsidies.

Poverty pockets, large areas of persistent poverty counties, have also inspired research

(Weinberg). In a poverty pocket, there may be positive or negative spillovers that

affect opportunities and outcomes in particular places based on the success or failure

of adjacent areas.
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The initial status in terms of poverty rate may also affect the persistence of

poverty in any given tract. For example, higher levels of social capital or human

capital at the beginning of the period may have given low poverty areas a comparative

advantage, if residents in these areas were able to better capitalize on improving

employment rates and the expanding economy. The relationship between initial

poverty status and poverty determinants has not been explored previously.

One way to assess the effect of initial poverty rate is to categorize all tracts by

their initial poverty status. Here, the number of tracts that began 1990 and 2000 with

low levels of poverty (less than 10%), medium levels of poverty (10% to 29.9%), or

high poverty (at least 30%) are compared. Although the overall number of tracts in

each of the initial condition groups (i.e., low, medium, or high poverty) remained

relatively stable between 1990 and 2000, significant movement of tracts into and out

of the poverty groups did occur (table 1). This movement, however, was not equal

among the groups. The resulting configuration includes more tracts in the medium

poverty group, and less in the two more extreme categories.

Table 1. Changes in poverty condition, 1990 - 2000

High
Poverty

Medium
Poverty

Low
Poverty Total

1990 Total 7029 25392 32527 64948
+ tracts entering 1337 6903 4805 13045

- tracts leaving -2221 -6002 -4822 -13045
2000 Total 6145 26293 32510 64948
Net Change -884 901 -17
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This research focuses on the change in poverty at tract level across the United

States between 1990 and 2000. Specifically, I will address four main questions: 1) is a

spatial econometric model appropriate for poverty modeling? 2) what were predictors

of reductions in tract-level poverty over this period? 3) were the fates of adjacent

tracts linked - do pockets of poverty matter? 4) what was the effect of initial poverty

rates on the relationship between significant predictors and poverty reduction?

In considering these questions, this study directly builds on work by

Rupasingha and Goetz, and Weinberg. Rupasingha and Goetz used a spatial model to

assess recent (1990 - 2000) changes in county level poverty, and also considered

variables such as social capital. Weinberg, in one of the earliest considerations of

geographic effects with respect to poverty, analyzed rural pockets of poverty to

determine if there was an independent disadvantage in adjacency to poor counties.

This study further contributes to the poverty research literature in three key

ways. First, previous studies focused on the determinants of poverty have been

restricted to county-level analyses of the entire United States or to tract-level analyses

of urban areas. Tract aggregations are more desirable from an analytic and

econometric standpoint, and this is the first study to use tract-level aggregations for

the entire U.S. Second, this study incorporates new variables to better capture the role

of social capital and adjacency (i.e. "poverty pockets") in determining the change in

poverty of an area. Finally, many determinants of poverty models fail to correct for

spatial autocorrelation or dependence issues. Use of spatial econometric correction
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techniques will improve the robustness of the results in this study and properly

identify the role of neighboring tracts in influencing tract outcomes.

The study uses an econometric model to regress the change in tract level

poverty between 1990 and 2000 on tract and county level variables from the 1990 and

2000 decennial censuses. The model is corrected for spatial dependence between

neighboring tracts as well as for possible spatial heterogeneity in the error structure.

The independent variables include demographic characteristics that are correlated with

higher incidences of poverty (e.g. minority status, households headed by single

mothers, lower educational attainment), labor market characteristics that directly effect

poverty outcomes (employment growth), and the new social capital and adjacency

(poverty pocket effect) variables.



Chapter 2. Literature Review

2.1. Frameworks for Considering Poverty

Poverty status, as defined by the Census Bureau, is determined by a ratio of

income to need for a given family size and configuration. Families whose income is

below a threshold determined by size and configuration (i.e., whose ratio is less than

1.0) are classified as poor. Since most families gather the majority of their income

from wage work, the labor market is clearly a dominant force in determining who will

be poor in the United States. However, labor market theories alone do not explain the

prevalence of poverty among key demographic groups, or the persistence of poverty in

certain regions. These gaps in explanatory power have led recent research on the

presence of poverty for specific families, individuals, or areas to explore other

influential factors.

More recent focus on the tendency for poverty to aggregate in remote rural

areas and central city neighborhoods - or recent work on models of poverty that

explicitly incorporate elements of space and geography - have resulted in the need for

a framework that can more explicitly consider interactions of place-specific variables.

Blank's (2004) new framework considers five regional attributes that will affect an

area's incidence of and ability to counteract poverty. Much recent poverty literature,

both quantitative and qualitative, focuses on one of the following five areas that she

considers: demographics, the social norms and cultural environment, public and

community institutions, the natural environment, and the regional economic structure.

11
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The following will review the recent research on each in turn, as well as research on

migration and poverty.

2.2. The Demographics of the Population

Blank observes that demographics can provide insight into populations that are

least mobile and with fewest choices in society, but that demographics alone provide

little causal information about why an area is poor. However, understanding poverty in

general must begin with understanding the probability of poverty on an individual

level. Understanding why some individuals have higher incidences of poverty, all else

being held equal, begins with understanding how arbitrary criteria based on racial,

ethnic, or gender-based categories are used to restrict individuals from equal

opportunities (discrimination).

Discrimination occurs in both the educational system and the labor market. It

affects the labor market outcomes of individuals by reducing expected wages, and is a

key mechanism resulting in high poverty rates in minority groups. Educational

discrimination primarily determines who will be poor, while labor market

discrimination determines both who will be poor as well as the level of poverty of a

given individual. Both types of discrimination are barriers to the development or

utilization of human capital. Discrimination is a distortion of the labor market because

it is based on irrelevant criteria (i.e., that not related to a person's productivity, like

race, ethnicity, or gender).

Three levels of discrimination influence labor market outcomes for minority

groups: non-market (educational), past labor market, and present labor market. Most
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earnings disparities between white and black incomes can be attributed to non-

market discrimination in education and the gap resulting from past labor market

discrimination2. Recent studies have estimated the earnings difference resulting from

current discriminatory labor market practices to be only 25% (Schiller).

Discrimination in the educational system is evidenced by the fact that children

of different races enter the system relatively equally, but have very different outcomes.

Whites are more likely to graduate from high school and more likely to be functionally

literate. College graduation rates are unequal by race. In 1995, 25% ofwhite males

over the age of 25 had at least 4 years of college; the rate for blacks was 17%, and for

Hispanics, 8%. Most blacks and Hispanic students still attend schools that are

predominately minority in enrollment, and schools have trended toward increasing

segregation since the 1980's (Orfield and Eaton). Educational quality is primarily

dependent on the wealth of a child's parents and neighbors (Schiller). This is due to

the segregation of neighborhoods by income as well as race, and the local dominance

of school enrollment and financing that can reinforce this stratification of educational

opportunities by income. Poor children are more likely to drop out ofhigh school and

are much less likely to attend college. There is more discrepancy in college attainment

2 This discussion focuses only on differences in wage incomes of individuals. Wealth is also highly

dependent on race or ethnicity; the average white family has over ten times the wealth of the average

black family (Schiller). Including wealth in the income gap calculations would increase the income

differences observed by race, as total income varies more by race than just wage income.
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rates by income than by race; for some income brackets, children of Hispanic

families are more likely to attend college than whites (Schiller). Since minorities are

over-represented in lower incomes classes, discrepancies in college attainment rates by

race may be partly a reflection of the different attainment rates by income.

Current labor market discrimination is likely to be more difficult to identify or

quantify. Rather than explicit race-based hiring, minorities may be instead hired for

fewer hours, at lower wages, and for the less desirable jobs within a given industry.

Since the 1980's, blacks have faced an unemployment rate over twice that of whites,

even controlling for education, age, experience, and residence; blacks are also

disproportionately affected during recessions (Ehrenberg and Smith). Labor market

opportunities for minorities are restricted by discrimination throughout an individual's

life cycle.

The poverty threshold varies by family size and structure. Family variables are

therefore also important demographic controls to consider. Single parent families - in

particular, those headed by women - are at very high risk for poverty. This higher risk

is a result of the mathematics of poverty definitions: having more family members (a

higher need) for lower income (only one wage earner), as well as the lower earnings

women experience and the difficulties they face in responding to labor market

incentives. The higher risk for single mother families is documented in a study

exploring the rates of working poverty (poverty among those families who worked or

looked for work more than half a year). Gardner and Herz found that poverty among

these families was 17.4% for single mother families and 8.7% for single father
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families, as compared with a national rate of 5.5%. Many other determinants of

poverty studies have shown the relative importance of proportions of single-parent

families in determining area poverty, or the relative importance of family structure

status in determining an individual's likelihood of poverty (Levernier, Partridge, and

Rickman; Thompson and McDowell). Apart from single parent families, it is clear that

for any given income, a larger family will be at higher risk of poverty. Higher rates of

poverty in areas with higher proportions of children in the population, all else being

equal, are also anticipated.

2.3. Social Norms and Culture

The concept of social norms and expectations refers to learned behavioral

preferences (Blank 2004). It has not been extensively used in economic literature,

although it is often encountered in other fields. Social norms provide pressure for

certain behaviors over others; they also instill in children a set of expectations

regarding their futures (Duncan). They can maintain unequal class or race structures

by limiting expectations of certain residents, and thus perpetuate poverty and

inequality. It may be that, due to their smaller size and isolation from other influences,

rural communities are able to maintain stronger social norms and expectations. Social

norms are shaped to a large extent by peer pressure effects and role models, as these

are some of the primary transmitters of future expectations to children. Integrated

social. networks in an area will therefore provide greater access to role models and

peers outside one's class or ethnic group. This network integration - or lack thereof

is related to the idea of neighborhood effects. Regional economics has recognized
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these adverse neighborhood effects in theoretical terms as external diseconomies of

agglomeration that can arise when poverty is solidly massed in one area of a city,

rather than scattered throughout (Hoover and Giarratani), but much of the theoretical

justification from neighborhood effects has come from sociology, or even from culture

of poverty literature.

In high poverty neighborhoods, where many residents are poor, where local

schools are filled with predominantly poor and minority children, both children and

adults may suffer from a lack of access to social networks that can provide them with

information and expectations to help them out of their poverty. This neighborhood

effect is an independent predisposition to poverty based solely on your neighbor's

poverty. In studies of neighborhood effects, researchers try to ascertain whether, after

controlling for all other factors that are known influence labor market outcomes, a

person in a poor neighborhood is more likely to experience poverty than an equivalent

person in a non-poor neighborhood. The most famous initial study into this effect was

started by Chicago's Gatreaux program, which gave poor families the opportunity to

leave high-poverty areas (low-income housing projects) for lower poverty

neighborhoods by providing them with rental subsidies. Studies of adult employment

opportunities have found evidence that neighborhood effects exist. In Los Angeles, a

worker could expect to see a salary decline of roughly 1% for each 1% increase in

residence neighborhood poverty (Pastor, Jr. and Adams). Commuting to lower poverty

areas raised expected wages, although commuting in general did not. The authors

concluded that "place is indeed a determinant of economic outcomes: living in a poor
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neighborhood dampens expected wage, while out commuting raises it". Iceland

investigated evidence for different structural factors that may affect individual

transitions out of poverty. He found evidence to support the idea that access to

different employment networks may be a crucial factor in determining individual

poverty exits. Poor and black job seekers have fewer connections to better paying jobs,

lack of access to job networks, and a lower-quality education that may reflect itself in

different dress, speech, and conduct than what employers are familiar with; any of

these connections are further restricted with increasing neighborhood poverty

(Schiller). In an ethnographic study of rural poor communities, access to integrated

social networks was a clear factor in providing ladders out of poverty for the one

community not persistently poor; this integrated social network was facilitated to a

great extent by an economically integrated school (Duncan).

2.4. Public and Community Institutions

Public and community institutions are the organizations that operate within a

community to help it function, including public institutions (police, fire department,

mayor, courts, schools, public assistance, and utilities), as well as non-profits of many

levels (churches, YMCA) and fraternal or ethnic organizations (Blank 2004). Properly

functioning community institutions are a sign of organization and order in a

community and a willingness of residents to work with each other. They create

networks of connections, both social and economic relationships, for all participants.

This community inter-connectedness, trust, and expectations of reciprocity has also

been called social capital (Castle). For social capital to represent a positive force in
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participants' lives, the institutions must be open and uncorrupted. If they are

controlled by community elites, they can reinforce class patterns and social norms and

perpetuate poverty in an area. When public and community institutions are functioning

properly, they help attract businesses and stimulate economic development, create

community amenities to attract in-migrants, and provide for greater mixing of income

and occupational groups. An absence of good public services in poor areas can make

these areas more likely to stay poor (Blank 2004).

There have been many recent attempts to construct measures of social capital

and test their significance in models of regional success. For example, Rupasingha,

Goetz, and Freshwater assessed the impact that social capital had on county economic

growth, with economic growth measured as per capita income growth. The vector

representing social capital included a measure for associational activity or "good"

social capital (total number of bowling centers, public golfcourses, membership sports

and recreation clubs, civic and social associations, religious organizations, labor

organizations, business associations, professional organizations, and political

organizations per 10,000 persons), "bad" social capital (criminal activity), charitable

giving, and voter participation rates in federal elections. Their results indicated that

associational activity had a positive, significant effect on economic growth, crime was

negative and significant, charitable giving was positive but not significant, and voting

had a non-linear effect, with early positive influences on income growth maximized at

a turnout rate of 50.5%. They conclude, "social capital or civic engagement is an

important determinant of economic growth in US counties" (pg. 571).
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2.5. Natural Environment

Blank identifies three key elements of an area's natural environment that

influence the poverty in a region: isolation, climate, and local natural resources.

Isolation from specific markets or population centers limits the opportunities in an

area, for both local economic development as well as personal employment.

Particularly inhospitable climates may deter immigration, or may simply limit the

options for economic activity in an area. The area's natural resources have a

significant effect on their history and path of economic development. Areas close to

valuable resources, such as minerals, soil, and trees, may have initially grown in

economic wealth more quickly. However, areas that are isolated as well are less likely

to have developed mixed economies that are more resilient to macroeconomic

changes.

The degree of urbanization of an area influences poverty in a couple of key

ways. Urban areas often show economies of scale that accrue as the size of the urban

area increases. The result is that cities have an initial advantage over rural areas that

increases as the city size increases. Poverty, therefore, may be expected in rural areas,

as they are more likely to have comparative disadvantages in economic development

activities. In addition, the limited job opportunities in rural labor markets can lead to

lower wages, as residents may be compelled to accept lower wages or less hours of

work in order to stay employed.

The tendency of business to locate in cities to capture these economies of scale

means that most new job creation happens in these areas as well. Overall patterns of
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rent and land values are then shaped primarily by access to jobs, so that high

densities of urban populations occur almost exclusively in areas close to major job

concentrations (Hoover and Giarratani). In recent decades, these areas ofjob growth -

and subsequent population increases - have been in suburban areas. Older cities may

begin to encounter fiscal problems from declining tax revenues while selective out-

migration of higher-income residents continues. Those left behind are more likely to

utilize public services. Racial segregation of housing in many cities has left the central

core populated by the poor, usually the minority poor. Poverty, therefore, also may be

expected in central city areas that have had declining labor market opportunities,

declining revenue sources, and increasing need.

2.6. Economic Structure

The economic structure of an area is reflected in its mix of industries and job

opportunities (Blank 2004). The economic structure of an area affects it's vulnerability

to large macroeconomic forces as well as the possible occupations and wages

available to future workers, both young local residents and in-migrants. Areas of

limited opportunity or areas highly sensitive to fluctuations in the larger economy are

unlikely to attract new residents, with the exception of localized "boom town" growth.

Economic structure is also closely linked with an area's wealth and the other factors

affecting poverty that have already been discussed. To a large extent, the local

economic structure in many areas has been directly shaped by the natural resources

available to it. Cities with larger and more diverse labor markets have inherently more

stable and mixed economies than rural areas. An area's economic structure is
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theoretically jointly determined with the skills level of the local labor force,

although in the short run, the opportunity structure is likely to appear fixed to each

new generation. This means that future workers will shape their human capital

investment decisions in part based on the expected return they perceive in the local

economic structure. Public wealth is also determined partly by the local economic

structure. Areas of higher wealth will have better schools, health care, and public

services. It is easy to see that social capital, while dependent to a large extent on the

history of race and class relations in an area, will also be affected by the economic

structure of an area, particularly how it relates to poverty. Areas with strong

economies, diverse job opportunities, and greater public wealth will have more

resources available to devote to poverty reduction.

These local variations in economic structure means that local labor markets

present a significant influence on poverty in an area, by affecting the incentives for

human capital investment as well as the actual jobs available and the prevailing wage.

Although the fundamental labor supply and demand relationship is the same in rural

and urban areas, key differences remain, that have important implications for poverty

(Rural Sociological Society; Jensen and Weber). Rural labor markets are more likely

to be dominated by a single industry, and are greatly influenced by sectoral shifts that

occur in the larger national economy, as well as recent increases in things like part-

time employment (Summers, Horton, and Gringeri). Rural areas will experience

higher poverty even if all else is equal simply because there are lower wages for any
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given job and skill level in rural areas3 (Blank 2004, Lichter et. al., Gorham). The

wage gap has also been increasing in recent years, even by educational group, which

suggests that the returns to a college education have declined in rural areas, relative to

urban ones. Growth in jobs requiring a college education increased by only 5% in rural

areas between 1980 and 1986; the increase in urban areas was 40% (Lichter et. al.).

The limited job opportunities in rural areas also result in a greater incidence of

underemployment (workers who were discouraged, unemployed, involuntarily part-

time, or low wage; Findeis and Jensen). The effects of discrimination also result in

blacks in non-metro areas having the most difficulty getting adequate jobs, and recent

macroeconomic trends have resulted in difficulties for all U.S. workers looking to

move into better jobs. Economic change mattered greatly to the success of workers in

this study - improvements in the economy contributed to very significant movements

of potential workers into jobs (Findeis and Jensen). A study of unemployment

persistence and recession effects by Goetz and Freshwater found that, while remote

rural counties were insulated from most of the negative effects of recessions, they also

did not respond as much during economic expansions. In addition, there is a

There is also evidence that poverty may be overstated in rural areas, if the cost of living is less in these

areas. Studies of the differences in cost of living between rural and urban areas have estimated urban

costs as ranging from 2.4% to 16% higher than similar rural costs (Kurre; Nord 2000). The lack of

national data on and measures of cost of living, however, make it impractical to adjust for in poverty

studies.
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concentration of employment in non-metro areas in industries that are expected to

decline or grow at a less rapid rate than the national level.

Both individual (contextual) and aggregate (connnunity) studies have shown

the importance that both local economic structure and larger macroeconomic forces

play in poverty development and aggregation, aside from differences in outcomes

based on rural or urban environment (Cotter; Rupasingha and Goetz; Hirschl and

Brown). The importance of the macroeconomy in shaping poor areas is demonstrated

by the analysis of Paul Jargowsky for his book, Poverty and Place (1997). Jargowsky

studies the increasing concentration of poor people in high poverty neighborhoods

(urban census tracts with poverty rates of 40% or more) between 1970 and 1990.

During this time period, the number of high poverty neighborhoods more than

doubled, and the concentration of the poor in these neighborhoods increased from 12%

to 18%. An analysis of the causes affecting the variation of these neighborhoods

among metropolitan areas revealed that macro structural characteristics explained

most of the distribution of high poverty areas. For example, basic opportunity

structures within the larger metropolitan area - the distribution of metropolitan

incomes, income inequality, and ratio of black income to the total - were key

determinants of black poverty in high poverty neighborhoods, while higher levels of

poverty in the south, Midwest, and northeast as compared to the West were explained

primarily by differences in regional incomes. Overall, Jargowsky found that the

dramatic increases in numbers of and populations of these urban distressed areas were

intimately tied to overall metropolitan success, rather than individual failings of the
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residents. Other studies of causes of metropolitan area poverty also found that

economic growth was a key component in decreasing metropolitan poverty (Madden).

Jargowsky updated his previous findings using 2000 census data (2003). He

found that, consistent with the hypothesis that the overall condition of the metropolitan

area bears the most effect on the number of high poverty neighborhoods, the economic

boom of the late 1 990s resulted in dramatic decreases in high poverty areas. The

number of urban census tracts with at least a 40% poverty rate declined, as did the

number of residents of such areas, even though the actual number of poor people

increased. This decrease in high poverty neighborhood population indicates a change

in the spatial organization of poverty during the 1990's, a decrease in concentration. In

a similar analysis, Kingsley and Pettit described decreasing concentrations of poverty

in neighborhoods with poverty rates of at least 30%. The South and Midwest showed

the largest decreases in concentrated poverty.

2.7. Migration

Although not addressed as a regional characteristic that can impact the

presence and persistence of poverty in an area in Blank's framework, migration clearly

plays a part in the changes in poverty in an area over any given time period. Changes

in the actual families living in an area will change an area's poverty rate if the net

migration of poor and non-poor into an area is not proportional. Migration is

influenced by three conditions: the characteristics of both the origin and destination,

the difficulties of the journey, and the characteristics of the migrant (Hoover and

Giarratani). Size generally has its own appeal, with cities attracting more in-migrants
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than proportional to their size. Barriers to migration are not only distance and cost of

moving but also an individuals' feelings of uncertainty, risk aversion, social and racial

restrictions, and social distance. Migration, therefore, is a selective process, with most

occurring among young adults, unmarried individuals without children, and more

highly educated. Importantly, those who migrate are not a cross section of the

population of either area of origin or area of destination (Hoover and Giarratani).

Research into migration patterns reveals another interesting way in which

migration affects poverty. A study of county-level data found that although there were

similar overall rates of migration for both poor and non-poor working age adults, the

net result of migration was to reinforce the poverty rate of both the origin and

destination counties (Nord 1998). Net migration into low poverty counties was of non-

poor, while net migration into high poverty counties was of already poor families. The

selective nature of the migration by county poverty rate exacerbates existing spatial

separation between high and low poverty counties. Analysis of county characteristics

that are attracting migration revealed that non-poor migration responds to the

industrial and occupational structure of an area, while migration of the poor was more

closely associated with the presence of low-wage jobs. Employment opportunities of

the destinations appear to play a large role in determining the destinations of migrants,

and Nord' s conclusion so neatly describes the interplay of spatial patterns of poverty

and migration that it is worth quoting at length:

spatial concentration of poverty persists in association with, and as a
result of, long-term unevenness in levels and types of economic
development, and differential migration of poor and non-poor is one of
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the mechanisms linking the two phenomena.. .the cause of high poverty in
persistently poor counties may be as much the lack of entry level jobs
and low-cost housing in low poverty counties as it is the lack of good
jobs in high poverty counties (pg 349).



Chapter 3. Conceptual Model

3.1. Labor Market Theory Overview

Blank's framework provides a holistic way of considering possible effects on

poverty in an area, but does not present a useful conceptual model of poverty for

analytical use. As she describes, many of the characteristics are endogenous with

poverty status, and Nord's research showed clearly that migration both depends on and

affects poverty in an area. This model of tract level poverty begins instead by

considering the factors that determine poverty outcomes from a neoclassical

standpoint.

Tract level poverty can change for three reasons: the households in the tract

changed through migration, household income changed (individuals gained or lost

jobs or had wage increases or decreases), or because households gained or lost family

members (the ratio between need and resources changed). Migration is affected in

large by economic opportunities in the labor market, and household incomes are

primarily determined in the labor market. Changes in the supply and demand for labor

have far-reaching effects on current poverty. By changing the incentives for

individuals and households to participate in the labor market, pursue human capital

investments, or migrate to new areas, labor markets clearly are a dominant force

shaping who will be poor in the United States. Because poverty is so closely tied to

success in the labor market, the conceptual model of poverty existence for this study

begins with labor market theory.

27
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The labor market is the set of social relations between buyers and sellers of

labor. Labor market areas are localities in which market relationships occur. The

different levels of labor markets - i.e., industry or firm - mean that many different

local labor markets may operate in any given geographical area (Summers, Horton,

and Gringeri). Understanding the theory and current knowledge of factors affecting

labor market outcomes is critical for studies of poverty because distinguishing poor

families from nonpoor families most clearly are differences in labor market earnings -

poor families don't work enough, or are paid too little (Schiller). For both poor and

nonpoor families, labor market earnings are the dominant source of income. Of all

households, those with a participant in the labor market are much less likely to be

poor, but participation in the labor market is not necessarily a cure for poverty. The

existence of household poverty can be most accurately predicted based on someone's

wage, work effort, and family size. Probability of poverty can be viewed as a function

of demand-side effects (firms' decisions to employ) and supply-side effects

(households' decision to work).

The pool of all adults aged 16 or older constitutes the potential labor force.

Those older than 16 not in the labor force include retirees, students, those with certain

disabilities, homemakers, and previous or potential workers who are no longer seeking

work (discouraged workers). The term labor force refers to all those over 16 years of

age who are currently employed, actively seeking employment, or expecting recall

from layoff. Those in the labor force but currently seeking employment or awaiting

recall are unemployed. The remaining employed population can be further subdivided
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into those who are working at their desired level and work effort (fully employed)

and those who are involuntarily part-time, seasonal, or at a lower job level than their

skills indicate (underemployed; some researchers also include those working at a low

wage). Tn 2000, for example, the total adult population over age 16 was 217,168,077.

Of those, 78,347,142 were not in the labor force (36%). Of the 138,820,935 in the

labor force, 7,947,286 were unemployed (3.7%). Labor force participation rates vary

by gender, age, race, and ethnicity, but have been steadily rising for the nation over the

past 50 years, from 59.9% in 1950 to 67.1% in 1997 (Ehrenberg and Smith).

The actions of buyers (employers) and sellers (workers) in the labor market

allocate and set prices for labor, just as in product markets. Prices, in this case wages,

are signals that provide incentives for workers and also determine levels of worker (or

household) income. Major outcomes from this interaction of buyers and sellers include

those related to terms of employment (wage levels and working conditions) and the

actual level of employment (hours worked). Employers must optimize their offers of

employment with their demand for and prices of capital and the demand for and price

for their products. Workers must optimize their available hours in a day between

household production time, wage work hours, and leisure time.

Since workers are more willing to work at higher wages, the supply of labor is

an upward sloping function of wage (W), as well as leisure time demanded (L) and

level of income (I). Conversely, employers are unable to employ as many workers at

higher wages, so that demand is a downward sloping function of wage (W), as well as
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price of other inputs (i.e. capital, C), and demand for their product. This simple

model is displayed graphically in figure 3 below.

In a perfectly functioning, competitive market, the market equilibrium of

supply and demand will set the appropriate wage for a given job. Changes in demand

for labor can arise in this simple model from two sources: change in the demand for

the product being produced and changes in the prices for other goods of production

(i.e. capital).

P

Market
wage

S = (L,I,W)

D = (C,W)

Q

Figure 3. Simple Labor Market Model

Supply shocks to this system can arise from changes in individual demand for

leisure time or changes in income. Increases in non-wage income generally induce a

lower supply of labor at a higher wage as the supply curve shifts to the left, assuming

that most individuals consider non-wage income and work substitutes. Increases in

demand for leisure time always induce a lower supply of labor.
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Demand shocks occur with changes in prices of other factors of production

or changes in output product demand. If labor can be substituted for capital in the

production process, then increased prices of capital will result in the demand curve

shifting to the right. The market result will be more labor demanded at a higher wage,

as the business substitutes away from the more expensive input. If, however, labor and

capital are complements, increases in capital prices will result in decreases in labor

demand. Increases in demand for output product also shifts the demand curve to the

right, and can enable the business to increase demand for both capital and labor at the

same time.

Individual people and firms take the wage as given in a competitive market.

The resulting change in an individual's supply or a business' demand for labor in the

presence of changes in price (wage) or quantity (overall employment) can be traced

using this simple supply and demand model. As one example, if the overall market

wage rises, individuals already working will wish to supply more labor, and move up

the supply curve to a higher quantity. Those who are not working will desire to join

the workforce if the wage has risen above their personal reservation wage.

The labor market is subject to both market and non-market forces that impede

this automatic adjustment of wages and level of employment when there are shifts in

supply and demand. Market forces that impede adjustment for workers include their

lack of ability to immediately adjust their skill levels to new demands and an inability

to immediately (or in some cases at all) alter their physical location to meet current

demand. Employers must train new workers and weigh the productivity costs of firing
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workers against small changes in their demand for labor. Non-market forces that

slow or prohibit market adjustment to changes in supply and demand include

minimum wage laws and union agreements. Because of these factors, it may be that

markets are able to adjust more quickly to pressures to increase wages rather than

decreases.

3.2. The Basic Demand for Labor

In the short run, labor is the main factor a firm can vary in order to maximize

profits. Because competitive firms take their product price and all input factor prices

as given, they must maximize profits by altering levels of output in order to minimize

costs. In the short run, it is often impossible to alter levels of capital in order to change

output sufficiently; so small, marginal decisions about the amount of labor to use are

all that can be changed.

A profit maximizing firm chooses to operate where marginal revenues equal

marginal costs. Marginal costs are a function of the levels of inputs and relative prices

of inputs. In a simple model with only two factor inputs (labor and capital), it is easy

to see that this can be achieved by choosing levels of labor and capital where the

marginal return from an additional unit just equals the marginal cost from that unit.

Maximum profits occur where marginal revenue product of labor (MRPL) equals the

marginal expense of labor. Since the marginal expense equals the market wage rate in

perfect competition, maximum profits occur where the marginal product of labor

(MPL) equals the market wage divided by price received for the product.
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The amount of labor demanded by a particular firm is the demand curve for

that firm. In the long run, labor demand will also depend on the relative prices of

capital, as the employer will have the opportunity to substitute away from the more

expensive input in the long run. Then, maximum profits occur where the wage rate

divided by the MPL just equals the capital cost divided by the marginal productivity of

capital (MPK).

If a firm were a monopoly in their product market, level of employment would

be lower than in the competitive setting, but the effects on wage rates are unclear. If

firms are wage takers, then the market wage prevails. There may be some instances in

regulated monopolies paying higher wages than market wage, but the empirical

evidence of this is mixed. Theoretically, there is also the possibility ofa firm as a

monopsonist, one that is the only buyer of labor in an area. Under monopsonistic

conditions, the firm faces the market supply curve for labor rather than a flat line.

Firms must increase their wage rate to expand the work force. Since the marginal

expense of any new worker is greater than the current wage rate, both wages and

levels of employment are lower under monopsonistic conditions than they are under

competitive conditions. Although the empirical evidence for traditional monopsonies

has been small - i.e., "company towns" like mining communities in Appalachia -

evidence for more specific monopsonies have been found, like the demand for nurses

in small towns with only one hospital (Ehrenberg and Smith). It is worth noting that

monopsonies are only possible in rural or very low population areas, as the size and
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diversity of the demand for labor in urban areas will result in a more competitive

market.

3.3. The Basic Supply of Labor

Labor force participation is primarily determined on the supply side, through

individual or household decision making. Hours worked in the aggregate are primarily

determined by the employers' demand, although they can be influenced by workers'

preferences. The decision to work or supply of labor can be viewed as the opposite of

an individual's demand for leisure. Personal demand for leisure is a function of the

opportunity cost of leisure, an individual's level of wealth, and personal preferences

(wealth here is defined in the traditional economic sense: as a stock of resources

separate from the flow of income). The opportunity cost of leisure is calculated as the

person's wage rate, as the hour spent in leisure could be traded for their hourly wage

by working one hour. Since leisure is a normal good (demand for it increases as

wealth increases), an increase in wealth without a rise in hourly wage causes the

demand for leisure to increase. However, an increase in wage without an increase in

wealth increases the return to work and causes a corresponding decrease in the amount

of leisure demanded. Whether the income effect (increased leisure demand) or

substitution effect (decreased leisure demand) dominates depends on the size of the

change and the shape of an individual's preferences.

Theory is unable to predict the resulting change in leisure demanded when

wages (and, consequently, wealth) rise or fall together for current workers. For non-

workers, it is usually the substitution effect that dominates - those not working have a
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much higher value on the first hours of work possible than the conesponding hours

of leisure (which are in surplus). It is also possible that the income and substitution

effects change over levels of overall wages - that is, as wage rises, the demand for

work hours increases at first, but then begins to decline again at some high level of

pay.

So far the model assumes an equal cost to each hour of working. However,

there are significant fixed costs associated with working. Two primary ones are

transportation costs (including the opportunity cost of time spent commuting, which is

neither work nor leisure) and childcare costs for those with children. This fixed cost

model, that there is some initial cost to working any hours, helps explain why it is

often observed (even for part-time workers) that people rarely work a very small

number of hours per week. Increases in fixed costs then can cause some to increase

hours of work, while causing others to drop out of the work force (the benefit of

working no longer exceeds the fixed costs of working plus the opportunity cost of

working). The issue of fixed costs clearly could have a substantial impact on the labor

force participation decisions of single parents, who are likely to face both the fixed

costs mentioned here, or those who are physically farther from work opportunities.

There is really a tripartite choice that faces a worker: how to allocate their

hours between household work, market work, and leisure. Families with two workers

must optimize the household production and labor market work of each worker, where

the workers may be substitutes or complements for each other. Often, families find it

more efficient to have each member specialize in either market or household work.
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Custom and socialization play a large part in not only determining the productivity

of each family member in the different arenas (men have a higher market wage, while

women are socialized to be more productive at household production) but also in

guiding the joint decision making process.

Women's labor supply has historically been dominated by the substitution

effect rather than the income effect, although that is lessening as women's wages rise

relative to men's and more women are already in the labor force. When both partners

work, the level of household income influences supply of labor. At low levels, more

labor supply is induced. This incentive has played a prominent role in influencing the

labor supply of married women, especially those with a high probability of marital

dissolution.

During a recession, the labor supply of both members ofjoint-worker

households is affected. If the primary earner is laid off, the immediate effect is that

their household production is relatively more valuable than their market wages. The

other partner may instead join the work force, if the possibility of paid work is good.

Under this scenario, recessions could result in added workers to the labor force; for

these households, there are now two workers (one or both unemployed) instead of one.

This is similar to an income effect - as the families' income fell, more work was

desired.

The expected wage of the laid-off worker can be viewed as the probability of

getting hired multiplied by the wage for that job. In a recession, the expected wage of

the laid-off worker immediately declines as the probability of finding a job decreases
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and wages fall. As this expected wage falls, the laid-off worker may decide not to

seek work at all (i.e., become discouraged). This is equivalent to the substitution effect

for an individual - as wage falls, the wage may lower such that work is no longer

maximizing utility.

Empirical evidence of worker responses to a recession shows that the added

worker effect, which would swell the unemployment rate, is small, while the

discouraged worker effect is large and dominant. The size of the labor force shrinks

during recessions and grows during economic expansions (Ehrenberg and Smith).

Education and training constitute a majority of the stock of productive human

capital of a worker. Accumulation of this stock occurs in three main phases: early

childhood, where accumulation is largely determined by the decisions of others;

teenage and young adults' years, where accumulation of secondary education or

vocational training is most common; and the adult years, where most additional

accumulation results from on-the-job training or other part-time endeavors. Early

childhood accumulation is primarily determined by caregivers and includes not only

school experiences but also cultural environment, language and math skill

accumulation, attitudes toward learning, and general health and life expectancy

trajectories, all of which affect ability to work in later life. The teen and young adult

years are the first opportunities for workers to make their own investments in future

productivity and earnings.

Human capital investments can be viewed similarly to other investments. Costs

of adding to human capital through education or vocational training include direct
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expenses, opportunity costs, and emotional costs. The returns include expected

increase in future earnings, increased job satisfaction, and emotional benefits. Similar

to other investment models, human capital benefits and costs that occur in the future

are discounted relative to costs and benefits that occur immediately. The decision to

go to college, for example, will be affected by several variables. Those who find

school more costly emotionally, have fewer financial aids to cover direct expenses, are

more present-oriented (i.e., with a higher discount rate), or who have lower

expectations of future earnings or job satisfaction will be less likely to attend. The

young will be more likely to attend, because they will have a longer working period to

capture the expected salary increase. College attendance will decrease if the direct

costs such as tuition rise, and increase if the gap between earnings of high school

graduates and college graduates rises (Ehrenberg and Smith).

Workers can also increase their returns to their human capital stock by

migrating to where higher-paying or more satisfactory jobs are. Proper functioning of

the whole labor market relies on worker mobility; only if workers are mobile will

available jobs be optimally matched with willing workers. The decision to move or

seek a new job involves both direct and indirect costs (the lost wage in quitting a job,

the monetary costs of moving, and the psychic costs of leaving a familiar area) and

benefits (a higher wage or greater job satisfaction). Here the discussion is restricted to

voluntary mobility, that chosen by the worker; involuntary mobility, that resulting

from a layoff or termination, has much different effects on labor supply. For those

voluntarily moving, the discounted benefits from a move are weighed against the
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costs; the relative value of each over the expected horizon will direct this investment

decision.

Mobility in the United States is high - during a recent one-year period, 2.5% of

all those employed moved between states (Ehrenberg and Smith). Migrants respond to

both "push" and "pull" forces - a desire to leave the origin area as well as a draw to

move to a new area. Studies of characteristics of origin and destination locales have

concluded that for most people, the pull force is stronger (Hoover and Giarratani).

Migration flows are predicted into areas with greater opportunities, rather than away

from areas with restricted opportunities. This is also due to the personal characteristics

of those both most likely to move and those living in areas with less opportunity.

Peak years for mobility are in the early 20's (Ehrenberg and Smith). The future returns

over a given time horizon are greatest for younger workers, and the psychic costs are

lower. Following age, the greatest predictor of mobility is education. Lack of

education, however, appears to be a larger deterrent to moving than aging. Since

education reduces information costs while age increases psychic costs, this may

indicate that information costs are the primary deterrent for potential migrants. Within

age groups, unmarried people are more likely to move than married couples, and those

without children are more likely to move than families with children.

Distance increases costs and decreases migration. Costs can be minimized by

following friends and family to an area (chain migration), a phenomenon seen in the

South-to-North migration of blacks following the civil war, as well as current

migration of Puerto Ricans and Cubans to distinct areas in the U.S.
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One implication of mobility costs is that the quit response of workers to

lower wages is reduced. To induce a worker to change jobs, the offered wage must be

of a premium greater than the cost of moving. There is evidence of persistent wage

differentials across industries and firms that have not been explained by differences in

human capital or compensating differentials. Firms, in the presence of significant

mobility costs, face slightly upward sloping labor supply curves (similar to a

monopsony) and can lower wages below the market rate without inducing workers to

quit, over some range of wages and some time period. If mobility costs are lower, a

firms' individual labor supply curve is relatively flatter than if mobility costs are high.

A firms' monopsonistic behavior is, in this case, directly related to the costs of

mobility for its workers (Ehrenberg and Smith). Since both lower education and

distance increase mobility costs for workers, this effect is more likely in isolated areas

or those characterized by lower education attainment.

3.4. Social Capital

The simple neoclassical model of labor market outcomes and their effect on

poverty does not explicitly account for non-market variables that may also influence a

person's outcome. Social and institutional structures ofan area can affect labor market

functioning. Higher levels of "good" social capital, networks of social and economic

relationships between people in an area, can enable individuals to more effectively

find jobs and overcome employment barriers such as transportation and child care

issues. Social networks can disseminate information about support and relief

programs, enabling individuals and families to remain above poverty. Open and
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uncorrupted institutions help maintain equal access to employment not dependent on

class or race.

3.5. The Importance of Geography

Labor market supply and demand jointly determine who is likely to be poor as

well as the level of individual poverty. There are several features of the labor market,

however, which vary with space, and thus affect the likelihood ofpoverty to exist or

persist in certain areas. On the demand side, price of land varies greatly with space,

which affects cost of production. Proximity to factor markets or transportation

networks are important factors for capital development. In urban areas, rent gradients

and changes in production processes and transportation have led to decreases in

availability ofjobs in central cities. Isolation and lack of infrastructure can continue to

hamper rural areas in their efforts to attract new employment opportunities.

The supply of labor is also variable by space. Customs and social norms can be

highly variable by location, and play a large role in determining individual

productivity and education investments. Women's choices in balancing family

structure, family size, and labor force participation are examples of labor market

variables that may be highly dependent on the local social norms and customs. Social

norms and customs may differ in high poverty or in rural or isolated areas.

The ability of individuals to invest in increases in human capital varies with location.

Areas with higher quality schools and local higher education opportunities make the

investment in additional education less costly and make investing in higher education

more likely. Rural areas have smaller wage gaps between workers with high school as
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compared to college educations, have higher direct and indirect costs associated with

college education, and have less demand for skilled work. Children in high poverty

areas may receive lower quality human capital in their early years. All of these local

variations in labor markets can combine to leave certain areas with less-skilled

workforces. Individuals in areas that are geographically isolated from employment

growth also may have more difficulty in taking advantage of work opportunities due to

higher fixed costs to working.

Migration also has a potential role in determining the persistence of poverty in

an area. High poverty areas may bear a disproportionate share of those less likely to

migrate (less educated, older, or those who are more physically distant or isolated

from areas ofjob growth) as well as be attractive areas for those who are already poor.

To understand possible poverty pocket effects, the poverty model must control for

known variations in determinants of poverty - ethnic populations and family structures

that are known correlates of poverty, as well as human capital and economic growth

variables that are important determinants of levels of poverty in an area, and

population movement - before independent effects due to location can be identified.

Weinberg attempted to capture the persistence of poverty in rural pockets by creating a

variable that accounted for a county's adjacency to a poor county, where poor counties

were defined as those with poverty rates at least two standard deviations above the

mean. After controlling for demographics of the population and labor market

structures likely to affect the incidence of poverty in a county, the adjacency variable

remained significant and positive. During the decennial censuses of 1970 and 1980,
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contiguity to a poor county raised poverty rates in the county of analysis by 3.76 and

3.42 percentage points, respectively.



Chapter 4. Data and Empirical model

4.1. Variable descriptions

The subject of this research is, broadly, the determinants of poverty change

during the most recent decade. The model for this builds directly on the neoclassical

labor market conceptual model presented in the previous chapter, by controlling for

expected determinants of labor market success, in order to ascertain the effects of

social capital, poverty pockets, spillovers, and initial condition on poverty rate change.

In the standard neoclassical conceptual model labor market success of individuals is

influenced by minority status (through discrimination), family structure (through

constraints on work and gender discrimination), education (human capital), age (labor

market constraints), geography (through many differences in rural and urban labor

markets), and local employment growth (actual job opportunities).

The dependent variable, percentage point change in poverty rate, was

calculated as a simple difference between tract level poverty rates in 2000 and 1990

(table 2). Explanatory variables are factors contributing to the prevalence of poverty in

an area are those listed above. Of particular interest in this study is the effect of social

capital, adjacency, spillovers, and initial condition on the change in poverty. In order

to correctly identify the role of these factors in influencing tract level poverty change,

the model uses employment growth as the key labor market variable and controls for

the effects of race, age, and family structure on poverty outcomes.
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Table 2. Variable Descriptions

Table 2. Variable Descriptions
Dependent Variable
Variable Description Calculated
cipv9000 Percentage Point Change in poverty rate, 1990-2000
Tract Variables
Variable Description

PovOO-Pov9O

Calculated
pctbl9O Percent of pop, African-American
pctna90 Percent of pop, Native American
pcthis90 Percent of pop, Hispanic origin
pctoth90 Percent of pop, other races
pctfwc90 Percent of hhds, single mother headed
pcthsd90 Percent of adults with at least high school diploma
pctcol90 Percent of adults with at least college degree
pctkid90 Percent of pop under 16
pcteld90 Percent of pop over 64
pctpov90 Percent in poverty in 1990
adj90 Adjacency Variable
trpden90 Tract population density in thousands
County Variables
Variable Description

(AfAmer pop/total pop)*100
(NatAmer pop/total pop)*lOO
(Sum of Hisp, all races/total pop)*lOO
(Sum of other races/total pop)*lOO

(Single mom headed hhds/total hhds)* 100

(Over 25, sum of with dipl. or more/total over 25)* 100
(Over 25, sum of with BA or more/total over 25)* 100
(Sum ages under 16/total pop)*lOO
(Sum ages over 64/total pop)*lOO
(Poor pop/total pop)*lOO

(# of high poverty neighbors/# of Neighbors)* 100

(Total pop/area of land, in sq. miles)/ 1000

Calculated
gremp00 Growth rate of employment
ski90 Social ca,ital index, 1990

((employed 00 - employed 90)/employed 90)* 100
See A. .endix B



Table 2 continued

Interaction Terms
Variable Description Calculated
skixgr Interaction between social capital and growth Social capital index * growth rate of employment
adjxgr Interaction between adjacency and growth Adjacency * growth rate of employment
Dummy Variables
Variable Description Calculated
coltrc90 College tract 1 if pctcol90 >42
lptrc Initially low poverty tract 1 if pctpov90 <10
mptrc Initially medium poverty tract 1 if pctpov90 1O and <30
hptrc Initially high poverty tract 1 if pctpov90 > 30
W West 1 if in 13 state west census region
NE Northeast 1 if in 9 state northeast census region
MW Midwest 1 if in 12 state midwest census region
S South 1 if in 17 state south census region
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Demographic control variables are used to avoid biased parameter

coefficient estimates on the variables of interest. Control variables account for some of

the expected change in poverty, but are also correlated with the primary variables of

interest. In essence, they "strip out" the effect of the control variable from the overall

poverty change, leaving the coefficient on the variable of interest to represent the

expected poverty change if all controls remain constant.

Based on evidence of discrimination in employment likelihood and wages, this

model includes the percent of tract population identified as African-American, the

percent Native American, the percent of Hispanic origin (all races), and the percent all

other races as control variables. Higher proportions of these populations in an area will

be expected to reduce poverty declines even if all else remain constant, as

discrimination distorts the labor market and reduces the positive benefits from

employment growth.

Very high poverty rates are found among single-mother headed households.

These one-earner families face multiple fixed costs to working and education, as well

as generally lower expected wages due to gender. They also may not be able to easily

capitalize on increases in employment growth due to their family structure constraints,

and higher proportions of these families in a tract are expected to result in lower

poverty declines, all else being held equal.

Higher levels of education result in higher wages and lower probabilities of

poverty. Higher tract proportions of those with at least a high school diploma and at

least a college degree are expected to result in greater poverty declines, as those with
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these levels of education are better able to find jobs. The two different levels are

included as separate variables to assess if there are critical levels of education

necessary for poverty reduction (i.e., if having one type of degree is significant, but

the other is not).

Both percent of population under age 17 and the percent over age 64 are

included to control for the amount of the population out of the labor force. The

proportion of people under 17 represents larger families and is expected to result in

lower poverty declines, as larger families are more at risk for poverty. Although the

proportion of people over 64 also represents residents unlikely to participate in the

labor market, large elderly populations are not as correlated with higher poverty rates

as they were before the advent of social security.

Labor market outcomes can vary widely, for many reasons, between rural and

urban areas. At the tract level, however, there is no convenient classification to use to

account for rural or urban nature. Tract population density (in thousands of people per

square mile) is included instead to capture any returns to scale that may be present in

high-density areas and can be thought of as a continuous measure of an urban - rural

scale. It is expected that higher levels of urbanization will result in higher poverty

declines, since cities tend to be centers ofjob growth and higher wages.

In many ways, the future change in poverty will be related to the poverty rate

of the area at the beginning of the period. Areas with high poverty rates may have a

lower skilled workforce, less infrastructure, or be located in disadvantageous areas.

The tract level poverty rate in 1990 is used to capture any effect on future change due
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to current condition. This variable also encompasses a tract's particular history as

relates to poverty. The poverty rate at the beginning of the period is an encapsulation

of all the natural resource history, social and class relations, and other variables not

captured in the model that have previously affected a tract's path to their 1990 poverty

status, and as such, is a critical component of the model4. In previous decades, areas of

high poverty rates have tended to persist, so that the expected effect of this variable

would be that higher levels reduce poverty declines, all else being held equal.

However, as was observed in the map of poverty change as well as previous work, this

decade saw large declines in areas ofvery high poverty, which may lead to counter-

intuitive results for this variable.

Most control variables as well as the dependent variable were calculated at the

tract level (see section 4.2 below for a description of tract geography). Exceptions to

this include employment growth (GREMPOO) and the social capital variable (SKI9O).

It is expected that employment growth will be significantly related to local

opportunities to move out of poverty, but tracts are defined based on the

It can be argued that the 1990 poverty rate is in part determined by the 1990 levels of the control

variables in the model (for example, the 1990 levels of minority populations). If that is the case, then

the full marginal effects of the demographic variables would not be captured by their coefficients since

the full effect of these variables might include indirect effects working through the 1990 poverty

variable. The primary interest in this study is not the effect of the demographic variables but rather the

effect of the depth of initial (1990) poverty, so the possibility of indirect effects of demographic

variables is not a concern since it would not affect the conclusions about the variables of prime interest.
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characteristics of residents, whose work opportunities arise from a larger labor

market area. Therefore county employment growth was used to better capture area

labor market conditions. In preliminary runs, county variables for occupational job

shares, part-time work, recent migrants, and commuting behavior were included to

better capture other labor market conditions. There was virtually no explanatory gain

by including all these variables, and they were excluded from the final run in order to

better focus on the variables that will help answer research questions.

SKI9O is a county-level index that was developed by Stephan Goetz and Anil

Rupasingha. Based on their research on the effect of social capital on county economic

growth (Rupasingha, Goetz, and Freshwater), a principal component analysis was

conducted to combine significant positive social capital variables into one index. Input

variables included voting rates, numbers of fraternal, non-profit, and other institutions,

and recreational facilities (for full input variable list, see appendix B). Higher levels of

social capital are expected to result in larger poverty declines.

ADJ9O was developed for this analysis using ArcGIS and measures, for each

tract, the proportion of neighboring tracts that were high poverty (poverty rates greater

than or equal to 30%) in 1990 - in other words, the degree to which a given tract began

the period in a pocket of poverty5. ADJ9O uses a first-order queen definition of

contiguity for this measure6.

Urban researchers have primarily used a 40% rate to define very distressed census tracts (e.g.

Jargowsky). Persistently poor rural counties have used a 20% poverty rate as defining the poor rural
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Interactions between employment growth rate and adjacency and

employment growth and social capital are included to capture whether the returns to

job growth are affected by either of these. It may be that areas of higher social capital

are better able to turn job growth into poverty reduction, or that location in a pocket of

poverty dampens employment growth effects.

Because tracts are designed to capture homogeneous populations, some poor

tracts actually capture student areas. While temporarily cash poor, these self-selected

individuals are not expected to remain in poverty and share little else in common with

high-poverty neighborhoods of concern. Distinguishing between student poverty and

more endemic neighborhood poverty was necessary to fully capture the dynamics of

poverty reduction during the 1990s (it would be expected that student poverty, since it

is only secondarily linked to economic forces, would also be less resistant to change).

Dummy variables are used to control for potential tract-based poverty related to high

student populations by marking tracts with a baccalaureate graduation rate in the

counties in each census, Since our analysis uses a geographical aggregation that is more homogeneous

than county-based measure and less homogeneous than strictly urban tracts, a rate in between these two

extremes seems appropriate. In addition, some urban researchers have also used a 30% rate to

distinguish poor tracts, reserving the 40% or higher classification to refer to extreme deprivation

(Kingsley and Pettit).

6

Spatial relationships are often categorized using chess terms. Rook contiguity only includes neighbors

with adjacent sides, while bishop contiguity includes only those with shared vertices. Queen contiguity

counts any area with a shared vertex or side as a neighbor.
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resident population in excess of 42%, or greater than one and a half standard

deviations above the mean tract baccalaureate attainment rate in 1990. A total of 6437

tracts were designated as potentially student dominated tracts (10% of the total tracts

in the analysis). Of the 6963 high poverty tracts, 287 (4.1%) are likely student tracts.

Dummy variables are also included for each of four census-defined regions to

capture possible regional differences in poverty decline over the period that is not due

to the effects of other control variables. The regions used are the Northeast, the

Midwest, and the South, with the West the excluded region.

Aside from the effect of initial poverty level on poverty change, I also wanted

to be able to assess whether the relationship between poverty decline and the

explanatory variables was different by poverty levels at the beginning of the period. In

order to do this, tracts are separated into three groups based on initial poverty rate.

These initial condition dummy variables are used as interaction terms in a final

regression that allows for comparison of the effect of all explanatory variables by

initial poverty rate. A tract was low poverty if it began the period with less than 10%

of the population in poverty, medium poverty if the 1990 rate was 10% to 29%, and

high poverty if at least 30% of the population was poor. Roughly 50% of the tracts

were low poverty, 40% began as medium poverty, and 10% were high poverty tracts.

4.2. Tract geography

Although the tract delineation program began with the 1970 census, 1990 was

the first year that census tracts were delineated for the entire country (as tracts in some

areas and block numbering areas, BNAs, in rural areas). In 2000, the BNA and tract
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programs were combined; this level of geography is referred to uniformly as tracts

in this paper.

Tracts were delineated as geographic areas of 2500 - 8000 people, relatively

homogeneous with respect to population characteristics, economic status, and living

conditions. This design structure means that, especially in urban areas, tracts are

similar to "neighborhoods", comprising geographically integrated units of residents. In

rural areas, low population density renders tracts less homogeneous, but still a great

improvement over county-level aggregations of demographic data. Particularly in the

West, large county sizes delineated through political means can result in county

variables that are aggregations of central city, suburban, and rural residents. Although

the advantages of the tract level of geography have been used without reservation by

urban researchers, some feel that the lesser homogeneity in rural areas negates the

"neighborhood" equivalency of tracts (Jargowsky 2003). While it is clear that rural

tracts are not equal to urban tracts, the advantages of tracts as compared to county

levels of aggregation for rural areas outweigh the deficiencies, as long as due

cautionary interpretation of results is given.

Because tracts are delineated with respect to the current population, tract

boundaries are updated for each census. In high-growth areas or areas with rapid

population turnover, census boundaries are more likely to be different between 1990

and 2000. The overall number of tracts also increases with population: in 1990, there

were 59,890 tracts in the U.S. with population; by 2000, there were 65,081. To

compare demographics between the two time periods, adjustments must be made for
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the change in geography. This analysis relies on the projection of 1990 data into the

2000 boundaries as developed by GeoLytics, Inc. Census tract level data from 1990

was re-aggregated from the block group level, and has been done in a statistically

accurate manner. However, the converted 1990 data can no longer be considered to be

official census data (GeoLytics). All tract level data reported for 1990 are the

projected data. Data for 2000, along with any county data, are the official census long

form results for that year.

4.3. Missing data

Values for SKI9O were unavailable for Alaska and Hawaii (a total of 444

tracts), so the analysis does not include these two states. Aside from the SKI9O

variable, missing data was dealt with in two ways. For county-level missing data,

missing values were replaced with the mean value for that variable. There were only

four counties that required this, for one variable in each instance. Replacing missing

values with the mean for that variable does not affect the Beta estimates, but does

slightly lower the precision of the estimates (Greene). For the tract-level variables,

missing values were usually more problematic, frequently involving key variables

such as population or poverty. The total number of tracts with missing data (including

Alaska and Hawaii tracts, some of which had both problems) was 1,076 out of 65,443

possible tracts, a number representing only 1.6% of the total possible observations.

The statistical characteristics of the variables for these tracts were compared to the

statistical characteristics for the complete records to assess whether there would be

any systematic bias in excluding them. The overall mean of the dependent variable
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was slightly higher for the excluded tracts (0.365 compared to 0.436), suggesting

that there are slightly more tracts in which poverty increased over the period in the

excluded group (appendix C). The excluded tracts are roughly proportionally split

between the three initial poverty groups. Of 32,527 possible low poverty tracts, 382

were excluded (1.2%), 133 of a possible 25,392 medium poverty tracts were excluded

(0.5%), and 66 of the original 7,029 high poverty tracts were missing data (0.9%). The

final excluded set also included 495 tracts that did not have an initial condition

designation as they had no 1990 poverty rate data.

4.4. Spatial Weight Matrix

The spatial weight matrix is a critical information piece for spatial modeling of

this type. It quantifies the spatial relationships that are thought to result in spatial

dependence for each observation. Spatial relationships may be a function of distances

from some critical central points (e.g., major cities, an interstate), or be a function of

one observation's location relative to others. This analysis seeks to specifically

explore the spillovers or interdependence of poverty reduction in one area and poverty

reduction in neighboring areas, and so relies on contiguous neighboring tracts as the

spatial relationship under study.

The influence of one's neighbors may be posited to extend only to immediate

neighbors (first-order), or may be expanded to include the effect of your neighbors'

neighbors (second-order), and so on. Construction of the spatial weight matrix can be

a major side problem in spatial econometric modeling, depending on the size of the

data set used and the complexity of the problem under consideration. In general, an N
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x N spatial weight matrix simply tallies, for N observations, the presence of

neighbors by a value of 1, and a 0 otherwise. The matrix is then row-standardized, so

that the sum of each row is one, and each neighbor is weighted equally. The diagonal

is zero.

The spatial weight matrix was created with spatial modeling software using a

first-order queen contiguity definition of neighbors. Due to the very large number of

observations, the full matrix - 64367 x 64367 - would be, at a minimum, 4.143

gigabytes in size, even though most of the matrix is zeros. The large size of this data

set and spatial weight matrix presented computational problems. Regressions were all

run in Matlab, using its special 'sparse' feature that allows large, mostly zero matrices

to be stored in a way that minimizes their size, and the Econometrics Toolkit

developed by LeSage and others for economic modeling. However, even in Matlab,

many diagnostic tests commonly used in spatial modeling could not be calculated, as

inverting a matrix of that size was simply prohibitive.

4.5. Descriptive Statistics

Tracts that began the period as low-poverty tracts actually saw an average rise

in poverty, of 1.15%, while high poverty tracts initially saw the largest decline, at an

average of 6.22% (table 3). The average racial and ethnic populations by tract are

12.3% African-American, 0.8% Native American, 8.3% of Hispanic origin (all races),

and 2.4% other races. The population proportions that are minorities are considerably

less for low poverty tracts, similar for medium poverty tracts, and higher for high

poverty tracts.



Table 3. Descriptive Statistics

Dependent
Variable

All tracts (n64367)
Mean St Dev Mm Max

Low Poverty Tracts (n=32145)
Mean St Dev Mm Max

cipv9000 -0.4358 6.2990 -100.0000 100.0000 1.1546 3.8903 -9.8291 100.0000
Tract Variables
pctbl90 12.3200 23.2704 0.0000 100.0000 4.8670 11.7249 0.0000 100.0000
pctna90 0.8520 4.8202 0.0000 100.0000 0.3 824 1.3081 0.0000 100.0000
pcthis9O 8.3311 16.4635 0.0000 100.0000 4.5414 7.6002 0.0000 100.0000
pctoth90 2.4713 5.3609 0.0000 100.0000 2.7716 5. 1759 0.0000 100.0000
pctfwc90 6.5876 6.0718 0.0000 100.0000 4.05 13 2.5249 0.0000 100.0000
pcthsd9O 74.2026 15.2586 0.0000 100.0000 83 .3961 9.3375 0.0000 100.0000
pctcol9O 19.6081 15.0488 0.0000 100.0000 26.2512 15.3443 0 .0000 100.0000
pctkid90 22.7582 6.4709 0.0000 85.7143 21.7203 5 .9482 0.0000 73 .3333
pcteld9O 12.9445 7.4655 0.0000 100.0000 12.5670 8.223 1 0.0000 100.0000
pctpov90 13.9159 12.6718 0.0000 100.0000 5.0633 2.6118 0.0000 9.9980
adj90 10.5039 21.5523 0.0000 100.0000 1.7205 6 .6971 0.0000 100.0000
trpden90 5.0173 11.4617 0.0000 227.4000 3.6702 7.9075 0.0000 200.3000
County Variables
gremp0O 12.5683 15.9492 -34.1750 194.2320 13.1513 16.9195 -28.8130 194.2320
ski90 -0.1326 0.5714 -2.0810 5.3855 -0.0729 0.5371 -2.0059 4.2027
Interaction Terms
skixgr -2.9142 12.9596 -160.8973 343.9605 -2.4780 13.0666 -160.8973 221.6136
adjxgr 92.4463 364.5889 -2173.5000 5804.3000 19.0623 119.2724 -806.9400 4836.8973



Table 3 continued

Dependent Medium Poverty Tracts (n=25259) High Poverty Tracts (n=6963)
Variable Mean St Dev Mm Max Mean St Dev Mm Max
cipv9000 -0.8658 5.9646 -29.885 1 82.3529 -6.2189 11.0493 -100.0000 56.7416
Tract Variables
pctbl9O 13.7064 22.7757 0.0000 100.0000 41.6980 36.9207 0.0000 100.0000
pctna90 0.9532 3.4110 0.0000 97.4164 2.6527 12.665 1 0.0000 100.0000
pcthis90 10.1041 18.1239 0.0000 100.0000 19.3948 29. 1098 0.0000 100.0000
pctoth90 2.1326 5.3651 0.0000 97.1779 2.3 137 6.0604 0.0000 78.6780
pctfwc90 7.2076 4.5308 0.0000 47.0588 16.0476 10.7859 0.0000 100.0000
pcthsd90 68.3305 12.1877 14.6233 100.0000 53 .06 18 15. 77 13 0.0000 100.0000
pctcol9O 13.7274 10.8283 0.0000 96.5909 10.2728 12.842 1 0.0000 100.0000
pctkid90 23.0301 5.6164 0.0000 51.6364 26.563 1 9.4661 0.0000 85.7 143
pcteld90 13.8271 6.4009 0.0000 100.0000 11.4857 6.9873 0.0000 100.0000
pctpov90 17.3137 5.4122 10.0000 29.9930 42.4590 11.3242 30.0000 100.0000
adj90 10.7253 17.8356 0.0000 100.0000 50.2492 3 1.5752 0.0000 100.0000
trpden90 5.2689 12.0082 0.0001 205.8200 10.3233 19. 1299 0.000 1 227.4000
County Variables
gremp00 12.8556 15.1072 -34.1750 120.2960 8.8349 13.6480 -21.7350 82.9430
ski90 -0.1697 0.5995 -2.0810 5.3855 -0.2737 0.5847 -2.0810 3.1759
Interaction Terms
skixgr -3.2475 13.1069 -105.5859 343.9605 -3.7189 11.8021 -81.8320 43.1701
adjxgr 103.9991 312.5300 -2173.5000 5353.7286 389.3175 833.9051 -2173.5000 5804.3000
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African-Americans, for example, comprise 41.7% of the average high

poverty tract, 13.7% of the average medium poverty tract, and 4.9% of the average

low poverty tract. Comparable numbers for Native American populations are 2.7%,

1.0%, and 0.4%; for Hispanic origin of all races, the proportions are 19.4%, 10.1%,

and 4.5%. While the percentage of households that are headed by single females is

only 6.5% nationwide, it rises from a low of 4.0% in low poverty tracts, to 7.2% in

medium poverty tracts, and to a high of 16.0% for high poverty tracts.

Nationwide, 74.2% of tract residents older than 25 have obtained at least a high

school degree, while 19.6% have received at least a four-year college degree; but these

numbers fall to only 53.0% and 10.2% in high poverty tracts. The percentage of the

population out of the labor force - children under 16 and adults over 64 - does not

vary much by initial condition. The percent children ranges from 2 1.7% in low

poverty tracts to 26.6% in high poverty tracts (with a nationwide average of 22.8%),

while the percent elderly ranges from only 13.8% in medium poverty tracts to 11.5%

in high poverty tracts (with a nationwide average of 13.9%).

Average tract population density was 5017 residents per square mile. Low

poverty tracts tended to be less dense (3670 people per square mile), medium poverty

tracts again represent the overall average (5268 people per square mile), while high

poverty tracts are more dense (10323 people per square mile on average). This shows

the dominance of central city tracts in the high poverty category. The average value

for the adjacency variable was 10.5% (table 4). A typical tract then had one often

neighbors that was high poverty in 1990. The tendency of high poverty tracts to group
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together is shown by the wide disparity in adjacency values by initial condition. For

low poverty tracts the average adjacency value was 1.7%. This rises to close to the

national average, 10.7%, for medium poverty tracts. High poverty tracts, however,

were likely to be half surrounded by other high poverty tracts, with an average

adjacency value of 50.2%. To some extent this may reflect the dominance of processes

that operate at a larger-than-tract scale that greatly influence poverty, but it also

reflects the prevalence of pockets of poverty.

Average adjacency values fell slightly over the decade for all initial conditions.

The same overall pattern held - medium poverty tracts remained at roughly the

national average (9.0% and 9.09%, respectively) with low poverty tracts only rarely

having high poverty neighbors (1.65%) and high poverty tracts much more likely to

exist in groups (43.7 1%). This result corroborates with findings by Jargowsky (2002)

and Kingsley and Pettit that both poverty and poverty concentration declined between

1990 and 2000. The only way for adjacency values to decline for all tracts is if there

was a decrease in the prevalence of high poverty tracts across the landscape over the

decade.

Table 4. Average Adjacency Values

All Tracts
High

Poverty
Medium
Poverty

Low
Poverty

1990 10.50 50.25 10.73 1.72
2000 9.09 43.71 9.00 1.65
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Tract averages for growth rate of employment, social capital, and the

interaction between the two represent a type of weighting of county values, since these

are county variables used on a tract basis for the regression. Table 3 details the

regression means for these variables. Growth rate of employment was slightly higher

(13.2) in low poverty tracts than the overall average of 12.6 and slightly lower (8.9) in

high poverty tracts. The social capital variable is the standardized index created by

Rupasingha and Goetz. As a standardized variable, the actual mean would be expected

to be close to zero; in contrast, the average regression mean was 0.133. In general,

social capital declined across initial condition categories. Low poverty tracts had an

average value of 0.073, while medium poverty tracts had 0.170, and high poverty

tracts had an average of 0.274.

The national county variable descriptive statistics are detailed in table 5.

Average growth rate of employment over the decade was 14.7. On a county basis, the

average of the standardized social capital variable, 0.001, comes very close to the

expected 0. The discrepancy between this mean and the regression variable mean for

social capital (-0.133) indicates that there are more tracts (and more population) in

counties with negative social capital values. The mean value for the interaction

between the two, on a per county basis, is similar to the regression mean for that

variable (-2.1 and -2.9, respectively).



Table 5. National county variable descriptive statistics (n=3 109).
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4.6. Empirical Model

The ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator is the best, linear unbiased

estimator for the classical linear regression model as long as key assumptions are

upheld (Greene). OLS is commonly used to assess determinants of poverty in studies

dealing with aggregate data and either levels of poverty or changes in poverty as the

dependent variable. One of the most commonly violated assumptions is that of

spherical disturbances. Spherical disturbances all have the same variance and are not

correlated with each other. If this condition is not met, the classical linear regression

model suffers from heteroskedasticity and/or autocorrelation, respectively. Under

either of these violations, OLS is no longer the estimator with minimum variance, and

the estimate of the variances of the regression parameters is biased as well (Kennedy).

While most are familiar with autocorrelation in time-series data, where each

observation is affected by the value of the previous observation, econometrics also

must deal with non-spherical errors of a spatial origin.

Mean St. Dev. Mm. Max.
grempOo 14.733 16.939 -34.175 194.232

ski90 0.001 0.671 -2.081 5.385
skixgr -2.050 17.236 -160.897 343.961
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Spatial econometrics deals with the problem of spatial dependence in

estimation and attempts to model the importance that is intuitively clear space has7.

Specifying a spatial model is both a theoretical and data-driven process. It is easy to

imagine reasons for spatial autocorrelation (where the observation in one location may

be dependent on a neighboring location's observation). First, when using area data,

measurement error associated with the spatial boundaries themselves may occur if the

aggregation level is not the same as the level at which the process under study acts.

Second, the spatial dimension of the study may be an important aspect of the

underlying model. Regional science and economics both emphasize that location - in

terms of natural resources, distances to or from markets, and infrastructure - plays a

role in determining the success or failure ofan area (LeSage). If this is the case, there

is a need for explicit attention to the role of neighboring areas in modeling outcomes

for one area. Indeed, theoretical models of interacting agents and social interactions

are garnering more focus in spatial econometrics. These spatial lag models deal with

"questions of how the interaction between economic agents can lead to emergent

collective behavior and aggregate patterns... [they] receive different labels in various

subfields, such as social norms, neighborhood effects, peer group effects, social

capital..." (Anselin 2002, pg 248).

The type of spatial dependence under consideration in this model is that of spatial autocorrelation

only. Spatial heterogeneity, where the actual relationship between independent and explanatory

variables is allowed to change over space, is not considered.
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Theoretically, these interactions between agents originate in the idea ofa

spatial reaction function. This function expresses how a decision variable for one

agent depends on the decision variables set by other agents and forms the basis for the

spatial lag model (Anselin 2002). The reaction function is mathematically the result of

two possible processes: a spillover model or a resource flow model. The difference

between the two lays in whether the effect of other agents' decision variable choices is

seen as a direct or indirect influence on agent i's decision. Both of these models result

in the same spatial lag specification, and a significant spatial lag parameter is not

indicative of one process over another (Anselin 2002).

The model attempts to explore the role that neighboring tracts play in

determining the success or failure of poverty reduction in any given tract. This type of

spillover effect can be identified through a spatial lag variable, which is similar to a

lagged variable used in time-series data, except that it works through space rather than

time. The spatial lag (or spatial auto-regression, SAR) model is:

(1) y=pWy+f3X+c

c-N(O, 2I)

where y is the vector of changes in tract poverty rate between 1990 and 2000 for n

tracts. W represents a known, n x n spatial weight matrix that contains first-order

contiguity data for each observation and has been row-standardized. The spatial lag

operator, pWy, uses the average neighboring value of the dependent variable for each

tract as an explanatory variable. The parameter p then reflects the spatial dependence
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inherent in the sample data (LeSage). The significance ofp will be indicative of the

significance of neighboring poverty rate changes in determining a tracts' poverty rate

change, all else being held equal. The matrix X represents all k explanatory variables

used in the model: a constant, tract-level aggregate demographic data, the two county-

level variables, the interactions between adjacency and growth rate of employment as

well as social capital, and the relevant dummy variables for all n tracts. Importantly,

the dependent variable y is now determined by the error terms at all locations in the

system, making the spatially lagged Wy variable endogenous (Anselin 2002), and the

regression no longer suitable for OLS estimation.

As noted above, spatial dependence in the error terms is often a side effect of

using aggregate data of this nature, where the process under study may operate at a

different geographic level than the data was collected at. In this case, the error terms s

in the regression model are spatially correlated, and the resulting spatial dependence

can be though of as "nuisance" dependence (Anselin 2002). The goal in identifying

this dependence is to obtain efficient estimates of the regression parameters. The

spatial error model, or SEM, incorporates this error dependence:

(2) y=f3X+u

1) = XWu +6

c-N(0, a2!)
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Spatial error autocorrelation differs from time-series autocorrelation in that

the spatial parameter ). must be estimated jointly with the other model parameters

(Anselin 2002).

Both of these models can be viewed as special cases of a combined spatial

model (SAC):

(3) y=pW1y+X+v

1) - XW2F +6

cN(0, 2I)

where setting X or p equal to zero results in the SAR and SEM models, respectively.

The case where both X and p equal zero is the trivial one where there is no spatial

dependence, and the model can be estimated through OLS. The presence of either

significant spatial term results in a model that can only be consistently estimated using

maximum likelihood techniques (MLE). The two spatial weight matrices W1 and W2

can be equivalent or can be different, reflecting levels at which the interactions are

believed to occur.

One goal of this study is to determine the role of spillover effects in

determining the change in poverty for a tract between 1990 and 2000. Reductions in

poverty in one tract are expected to be influenced by the levels of poverty change in its

neighbors. Use of a spatial lag operator pWy will allow for determination of this type

of dependence between tracts. Significant spatial autocorrelation in the error terms is

also expected. Poverty depends to a large extent on the operations of an area's labor
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market, which is a geographic area much larger than the tract-level aggregation used

for the dependent variable. Given these two considerations, all spatial models

reviewed above should be considered in this study, and were estimated in turn.

4.7. Other Considerations

Endogeneity is a concern in a model dealing with poverty. Many variables may

simultaneously be determinants of poverty and be determined, in part, by poverty

status. For example, it has already been discussed that educational attainment is

probably endogenous with poverty status. Lack of high school education makes an

individual more likely to be poor - but growing up in poverty also makes someone

less likely to finish school. Using the change in poverty for a time period as the

dependent variable along with initial conditions for the explanatory variables

eliminates simultaneity problems that may arise when predicting poverty in one period

using concurrent values of determinant variables. Migration, although possibly a

predictor of poverty, is also influenced by poverty. Concurrent migration rates used in

county-level studies have been estimated using instrumental variables (Rupasingha

and Goetz). Due to a lack of data available at the tract level and endogeneity concerns,

migration was not included in this model.

The one concurrent variable in the model is employment growth. Although

there is reason to believe that poverty level can affect employment growth, by altering

business expansion and location decisions, the variable is used at a county rather than

tract level. There is an average of 20 tracts per county, so it is not likely that the tract
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level of poverty change will influence the concurrent county level of employment

growth.

Initially, I attempted to capture the more labor market components of each

tract's success through a series of other county variables believed to affect poverty

outcomes. These included county levels of shares ofjobs in each of 16 industrial

codes, proportions ofjobs that were part time, proportions of workers who commuted

from another county to work, proportion of residents who had moved into their current

home from outside the county within the last five years, county population density,

and the share of individuals with incomes of at least $150,000 a year. However, in

many preliminary runs of the model, these variables failed to add any explanatory

power, and were of mixed significance. This may be due to a problem with clustered

error terms that can develop when running a regression that involves multiple, nested

levels of geography (Davis, Connolly, and Weber). The county level variables are the

same for each tract within the county, and the error terms of these tracts are then likely

to be correlated, reducing the explanatory power of the overall regression, despite the

significance of the added terms. All but the two county variables of specific interest

were eliminated for parsimony. The estimation of robust standard errors in the

presence of these problems is left to future research.
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Chapter 5. Results

5.1. Spatial specification results

One goal for this study was to identify if spatial models are more appropriate

for explaining area-based poverty determinants than traditional OLS estimation, which

assumes spatial independence in both the data as well as the error structure. In order to

determine the appropriateness of spatial modeling in this context, R2 values and

significant spatial parameters were compared for four different non-spatial and spatial

configurations, along with a test for detecting spatial dependence in the errors. The

model was initially estimated using OLS (table 6; grey shading indicates a parameter

estimate not significant at 95% confidence level). The R2 for this estimation is .29. All

parameters are significant except for the interaction term between adjacency and social

capital. However, as noted, these parameter estimates are at best inefficient in the

presence of spatial error dependence in a linear model; if a spatial lag term is also

present, the estimates are biased and inconsistent.

There are several tests that can identify and quantify spatial dependence. These

include Moran's I statistic, which quantifies the amount of spatial correlation in the

residuals of a model; the likelihood ratio test, which compares the log-likelihood

functions from the SEM and a least-squares regression; a Wald test for residual spatial

autocorrelation; and a Lagrange Multiplier test, which is based on least-squares

residuals and the spatial weight matrix (LeSage; Anselin 1988). Unfortunately, the

Wald test and the Lagrange Multiplier test require inversion of the spatial weight

matrix. Using a data set of this size rendered inverting the spatial weight matrix
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Y = Change in poverty rate, 1990-2000

OLS SAR

Variable Estimate T-stat Estimate
Asymp.
T-Stat

Intercept 13.683 45.480 13.319 42.159
Tract Variables
pctbl90 0.022 15.800 0.018 13.590
pctna90 0.042 9.148 0.045 10.151
pcthis90 0.02 1 11.342 0.015 8.445
pctoth90 0.043 9.5 52 0.035 7.993
pctfwc90 0.197 32.452 0.173 29.213
pcthsd90 -0.067 -20.739 -0.069 -21.186
pctcol9O -0.024 -7.005 -0.02 5 -7.638
pctkid90 -0.166 -35.146 -0.150 -3 1.854

pcteld90 -0.047 -13.080 -0.041 -11.403
pctpov90 -0.409 -126.232 -0.398 -124.579
adj90 0.048 30.717 0.062 4 1.509

trpden9O 0.038 17.191 0.033 15. 123

County Variables
gremp00 -0.024 -13.876 -0.016 -9.677
ski90 -0.190 -3.475 -0.072 -1.348
Interaction Terms
skixgr -0.006 -2.633 -0.004 -1.737
adjxgr 0.000 -0.180 0.000 1.152
Dummy Variables
coltrc90 0.460 4.053 0.499 4.498
NE -0.958 -12.222 -0.973 -12.532
MW -1.761 -23.739 -1.424 -19.520
S -1.043 -15.138 -0.807 -11.8 13

Spatial Coefficients
rho

lambda
0.244 68.763

R2 (adjusted) 0.292 0.273
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Y Change in poverty rate, 1990-2000
SEM SAC

Variable Estimate
Asymp.
T-Stat Estimate

Asymp.
T-Stat

Intercept 15.320 50.732 15.525 35.192

Tract Variables
pctbl9O 0.031 18.830 0.043 23.270
pctna90 0.059 10.934 0.062 10.880

pcthis90 0.024 10.024 0.034 11.709

pctoth90 0.061 11.136 0.087 14.395

pctfwc90 0.196 31.241 0.197 32.096

pcthsd90 -0.086 -25.606 -0.087 -20.734

pctcol90 -0.020 -5.606 -0.016 -4.424

pctkid90 -0.162 -32.592 -0.160 -30.730

pcteld90 -0.050 -13.320 -0.053 -12.574

pctpov9O -0.455 -141.713 -0.468 -127.490

adj90 0.052 29.132 0.021 10.487

trpden9O 0.044 15.931 0.055 18.066

County Variables
grempOo -0.020 -8.458 -0.028 -8.989

ski90 -0104 -1350 -0353 -3416
Interaction Terms
skixgr -0.005 -1.645 -0.003 -0.721

adjxgr 0.000 -0.164 0.000 -1.985

Dummy Variables
coltrc90 0.498 4.346 0.487 4.413

NE -0.984 -8.748 -0.770 -4.382

MW -1.678 -15.490 -2.097 -12.699

S -0.954 -9.655 -1.215 -8.020

Spatial Coefficients
rho -0.412 -122.166
lambda 0.373 91.353 0.619 83.750

R2 (adjusted) 0.355 0.42 1
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impossible, and is a drawback to an extremely large data set.

Other theoretical issues that arise from tests for spatial autocorrelation are the

result of two uncertainties inherent in spatial model estimation of this sort. The first is

the specification of the spatial weight matrix itself. All test statistics, and the model

itself, are directly tied to the specification of the spatial weight matrix, which is

decided by the analyst. In addition, since all the statistics discussed (except for

Moran's I statistic) as well as the final model estimates rely on maximum likelihood

estimation, they depend on an appropriate underlying distributional assumption

(Anselin 1988).

The likelihood ratios test is an asymptotic approach that tests for spatial

correlation in the residuals from a least-squares regression model. The difference

between the log likelihood from the SEM model and the log likelihood from a least

squares regression is a statistic that is distributed X2(l). The likelihood ratio test

statistic for this data set was 4350, far greater than the critical value of 6.63 5. This

statistic was highly significant, and the null hypothesis of spatial homogeneity in the

disturbances is rejected for this model.

The SAR model adds a spatial lag variable but assumes spherical disturbances

and uses maximum likelihood estimation. Although the spatial lag parameter is

significant, the adjusted R2 for this model falls slightly relative to OLS (.27), and three

variables are no longer significant. A spatial error (SEM) specification only results in

a slightly higher adjusted R2 (.35), and the same three insignificant variables (social

capital and both adjacency interaction terms). However, once the data is weighted to
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adjust for non-spherical error distributions, the R-squared measure has a limited

interpretation: it tells you how much the proportion of the variance in the weighted

dependent variable is explained by the weighted independent variables. It seems

likely that because these weights vary across model versions, the R-squared measures

are not comparable, and the adoption of one model over another rests more on the

significance of the spatial parameters as well as the significant test for spatial

dependence in the errors. The final specification assumes both a spatial lag and spatial

error dependence (SAC). Both of these parameters are highly significant and the

adjusted R2 rises to .42. Parameter signs are consistent across all model specifications.

Based on the results of the likelihood ratios test and the significance of both spatial

parameters, the full SAC model is adopted as the final specification for this data set,

and the regression results in the following section will focus on the last two columns

of table 6.

5.2. Predictors of tract-level poverty change

One goal of this study was to identify the significant parameters for tract level

poverty change between 1990 and 2000. A particular focus was what the effects of

employment growth, adjacency to high poverty tracts, and social capital were on

poverty change after controlling for the demographic makeup and spatial dependence

of tracts. Based on the SAC model, almost all of the variables anticipated to be

significantly related to tract-level changes in poverty were. All of the racial categories

had significant and expected effect on the change in a tract's poverty rate between

1990 and 2000. Since the expected change in the dependent variable is negative,
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negative parameter estimates indicate a positive effect on poverty reduction (the

variable resulted in better than average outcomes); a positive coefficient indicates a

variable with negative effects on poverty reduction. For example, the positive

coefficients on the first demographic control variables indicates that higher

proportions of racial or ethnic minority group, as well as higher proportions of single-

female headed households, acted as a drag on poverty reduction. For example, a one

percentage-point increase in the percent of a tract's population that is African-

American (for example, from the average tract rate of 12.3% to 13.3%) would reduce

the expected poverty decline slightly, from the mean of 0.43 to 0.3 87 (-0.43 +

0.043, assuming no indirect effect of that variable with others). The parameter

estimates for the other racial and ethnic categories had similar detrimental effects on

poverty decline, at 0.062 for percent Native American, 0.034 for Hispanic origin, and

0.087 for other racial groups. Single-mother households produced a large drag at

0.197. This parameter estimate reveals that, all else equal, a change in the proportion

of single mother households from the tract average of 6.6% to 7.6% leads to a

significant reduction in expected poverty change over the period, from -0.43 to -0.233.

The significance of this parameter estimate relative to other poverty conelates is

similar to that found in other studies, and indicates how resistant to change poverty

among single-mother households is.

As expected, higher proportions of adults who have attained at least either a

high school diploma or a four-year college degree increased expected poverty

reduction, as evidenced by the negative parameter estimates for these variables (-0.087
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and -0.016, respectively). At least high school attainment was critical. An increase in

the tract average from 74.2% to 75.2% would increase expected poverty decline from

0.43 to 0.517. A one percentage-point increase in residents with at least a college

degree, where the average value is 19.6%, increases expected poverty decline to -

0.446. Surprisingly, higher proportions of children also led to larger decreases in

poverty (parameter estimate of -0.160). This sign is counter to what would be

expected, given that larger families in general are more at risk of poverty. Larger

populations of elderly also increased the observed poverty reduction (-0.053). While

the elderly are generally no longer participating in the work force, the presence of

programs like social security has insulated them to large extent from labor market

related poverty risks.

The coefficient for poverty at the beginning of the period (poverty rate in

1990) is both highly significant and negative (-0.468, with an asymptotic t-stat of

127.490). Prior poverty level was highly influential in determining poverty rate

change between 1990 and 2000, and the largest poverty reductions were seen in areas

that traditionally had the highest levels of poverty. However, being in a poverty pocket

somewhat mitigated that effect, as evidenced by the positive coefficient on the

adjacency variable (0.021). Tracts surrounded by high poverty tracts saw less of a

decline in poverty than would otherwise be expected. The significance of this variable

indicates that even after accounting for spillover effects - the effect of your neighbors'

poverty rate changes, as encompassed by the spatial lag variable - deleterious effects

were felt due to the presence of high poverty neighbors.
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Tract population density, potentially an indicator of economies of scale

present for urban tracts, is also significant and positive (0.055) and indicates that an

increase of one thousand people per square mile reduces expected poverty decline to

0.3 75. This unexpected sign may be due to the differing fates of inner city, suburban,

and rural tracts. In fact, the relationship between poverty reduction and population

density may be U-shaped - with the highest correlations in central cities and rural

areas. If this is the case, than a linear estimate of the relationship such as estimated

here could show an unexpected result.

In the final specification, both the county level variables of employment

growth and social capital are significant, and both result in additional decreases in

poverty over the period (parameter estimates of 0.028 and 0.353, respectively). In

particular, a one percentage-point increase in growth rates of employment over the

period (the average was 12.5%) increases expected poverty decline to 0.457. One-

unit increases in the social capital index variable increases expected poverty decline to

0.793.

The interaction between social capital and employment growth was not

significant, although the interaction between adjacency and employment growth was.

The negative coefficient estimate here indicates that tracts even in pockets of poverty

experienced larger decreases in poverty if there were higher employment growth rates.

This may indicate again the power of employment growth rates in overcoming other

deleterious conditions such as high poverty neighbors.
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The dummy variable for college tracts was significant and showed that less

decline in poverty is experienced in these tracts, all else being held equal (parameter

estimate of 0.488). This is expected, as the poverty change in college tracts would be

less affected by changing economic conditions such as job growth, even if their

population may shrink and swell according to perceived job opportunities. Regional

dummies are significant and indicate that every region experienced larger poverty

declines than the West, which was the omitted category. The South - traditionally a

high poverty area - experienced increased poverty declines as a region (parameter

estimate of -1.211). The Midwest saw the greatest relative decline at -2.092, while the

Northeast decline was an additional -0.768 percentage points, relative to the West.

The two spatial parameters are highly significant. The spatial lag parameter rho

(p) is negative and is highly significant (parameter estimate of 0.412 and asymptotic

t-stat of 122.166), indicating that neighboring changes in poverty are affecting each

tract's expected declines, even while controlling for the negative effect felt due to the

presence of only high poverty neighbors. The highly significant parameter lambda (X)

indicates that significant spatial dependence in the error terms also was present and

needed to be accounted for to provide efficient results for this model.

5.3. Predictors of poverty change by initial condition

The final goal of this analysis was to identify the relationships between poverty

reduction predictors and the initial condition of the tract. Were there, for example,

different relationships between employment growth and poverty decline for tracts that

began the period with low poverty as compared to tracts that began as high poverty
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tracts? Using the spatial model eliminated the possibility of using separate

regressions for each initial condition. To model the difference in effects by initial

condition, interaction terms were used, multiplying each explanatory variable (except

for the college tract and regional dummies) by the dummy variables for two of the

three starting condition categories (table 7). The spatial model (SAC) necessitated this

technique rather than running separate regressions by initial condition, in order to use

the spatial weight matrix. The overall R2 of 0.426 was comparable to the previous full

spatial model.

Higher proportions of tract populations that were African-American or Native

American reduced poverty decline in the base case (low poverty tracts), but that effect

was mitigated somewhat in medium and high poverty tracts. For example, in low

poverty tracts, a one percentage-point increase in the share of the population that was

African-American could be expected to reduce poverty decline by 0.052 percentage

points. In medium poverty tracts, an increase in African-Americans was associated

with a smaller 0.035 percentage point decline in poverty (0.052 + -0.0 18 = 0.034).

High poverty tracts saw the smallest reduction of poverty decline due to

larger shares of African-Americans: a one percent increase in the share of blacks is

associated with a smaller 0.018 percentage point decline in poverty (0.052 + -0.034

0.018). Of course, initial average proportions of African-Americans were much higher

in high poverty tracts. One percentage-point increases from the means are increases

from 4.8% to 5.8% in low poverty tracts, from 13.7% to 14.7% in medium poverty
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Y Change in poverty rate, 1990-2000
Base (Low Poverty)

Variable Estimate Asy. T-Stat
X Medium poverty
Estimate Asy. T-Stat

X High Poverty
Estimate Asy. T-Stat

Intercept 16.617 15.285 -0.899 -0.997 1.447 1.186
Tract Variables
pctbl90 0.052 15.806 -0.018 -4.846 -0.034 -7.654
pctna90 0.156 7.348 -0.105 -4.637 -0.115 -5.228
pcthis90 0.069 11.324 -0.034 -5.965 -0.075 -10.751
pctoth9O 0.044 5.500 0.032 3.173 0.038 2.832
pctfwc90 0.171 12.725 0.122 7.504 0.049 2.973
pcthsd90 -0.104 -11.062 0.008 0.861 0.016 1.383
pctcol90 -0.029 -5.872 0.022 3.587 0.122 12.119
pctkid90 -0.118 -12.313 -0.049 -4.040 0.001 0.038
pcteld90 -0.042 -4.927 0.013 1.351 0.035 2.573
pctpov9O -0.605 -44.982 0.132 8.683 0.075 5.001
adj90 0.056 8.704 -0.021 -3.536 -0.051 -7.782
trpden90 0 053 10 554 -0 006 -1 029 0 010 1 557
County Variables
gremp0o -0.011 -3.094 -0.035 -8.836 -0.077 -7.969
ski90 -0.140 -1.166 -0.191 -1.611 -0.835 -4.492
Interaction Terms
skixgr -0 001 -0 208 -0 010 -1 839 0 004 0 388
adjxgr -0.001 -4.626 0.001 2.753 0.002 6.931
Dummy Variables
coltrc90 0.688 6.142
NE -0.842 -4.44 1

MW -2.199 -ll.311
S -1.345 -7.649
Spatial Coefficients
rho -0.377 -17.321
lambda 0.592 36.322
R2 (adjusted) 0.426
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tracts, and from 41.6% to 42.6% in high poverty tracts. Results for other racial and

ethnic categories follow much the same pattern in that the disadvantages associated

with higher shares of minority populations are most acutely felt in tracts that are

already low poverty and already have low rates of minority populations. For an

additional percent of the population that is Native American, the 0.156 percentage-

point penalty in poverty decline for low poverty tracts is reduced to a 0.051 percentage

point penalty for medium poverty tracts and a 0.04 1 percentage point penalty in tracts

that were already high poverty. The exception to this pattern occurs with increasing

percentages of residents of Hispanic origin. While an additional percent of Hispanic

residents reduced poverty decline by 0.069 in low poverty tracts and by 0.035 in

medium poverty tracts, it actually led to a slight increase in poverty decline in high

poverty tracts (overall parameter value of -0.006). Increasing shares of Hispanics do

not penalize already high poverty tracts in relation to low and medium poverty tracts

when all other variables are held constant.

Proportions of other races and proportions of single-mother families resulted in

smaller declines in poverty reduction for all initial conditions, although increasing

proportions of other races actually penalized high poverty tracts the most and low

poverty tracts the least. Low poverty tracts saw a 0.044 percentage point decrease in

poverty decline, while medium poverty tracts had a 0.075 percentage point decrease,

and high poverty tracts a 0.082 percentage point decrease. Increasing proportions of

single mother headed households, on the other hand, penalized medium poverty tracts

the most. Percentage point poverty changes were 0.171 for low poverty tracts, 0.293
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for medium poverty tracts, and 0.22 for high poverty tracts. Average rates of single-

mother headed households in 1990 were 4.1%, 7.2%, and 16.0% for low, medium and

high poverty tracts, respectively.

The effect of increasing levels of high school attainment was not significantly

different by initial condition. As in the first model, it led to larger poverty declines

over the period, with an additional -0.104 percentage point reduction in poverty in low

poverty tracts expected for each additional percent of the population with at least a

high school degree. Not only were increasing levels of college attainment significantly

different by initial condition, the positive effect of increased education was reversed in

high poverty tracts. The percentage point decrease in poverty attributable to an

additional percent of adults with at least a college degree ranges from -0.029 in low

poverty tracts to -0.006 in medium poverty tracts and 0.093 in high poverty tracts.

Returns to education clearly differ depending on the economic condition of the tract in

the beginning of the period.

Greater populations of children and aged were of mixed significance and

effect. There was no significant difference between low or medium and high poverty

tracts for increasing populations of children. Increasing populations of those over 64

brought greater poverty declines in the base case (-0.42), was not significantly

different in medium poverty tracts, and brought only slight declines in high poverty

areas (-0.007). It is not surprising to see significant relationships between proportions

of elderly and tract initial condition. Elderly people who can afford it may be choosing

to live in areas that already have lower poverty, thus further reducing the poverty in
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their destination tracts. Elderly who are not able to leave high poverty areas due to

lack of income, or who must migrate to low-cost areas to survive on a limited income,

are reducing the overall poverty decline in the high poverty tracts that may occur due

to improved economic conditions, all else being held equal.

Percent of each tract in poverty in 1990 is included in the regression as it is

part of the full model, even though the comparison categories (i.e. medium and high

poverty tracts) are based on groups of that variable. The significance of pov90

indicates that initial poverty rate mattered even within initial condition group. In low

poverty tracts, expected poverty decline was still larger with high values ofpoverty in

1990 (-0.605), but that effect was decreased somewhat for both middle and high

poverty tracts (overall parameter estimates of -0.474 and -0.530, respectively).

While adjacency, overall, lowered poverty reductions, higher poverty tracts

with high proportions of poor neighbors fared better relative to low poverty tracts.

Low poverty tracts experienced a 0.056 decrease in poverty decline with a 1%

increase in the proportion of poor neighbors, while medium poverty tracts experienced

only a 0.035 decrease, and high poverty tracts, only 0.005. The negative effect of poor

neighbors seems to be greatest on tracts that are themselves not poor.

The coefficient of the tract population density variable is positive, meaning

that higher population density slows poverty decline, but is not significantly different

for high or medium poverty tracts as compared to low poverty tracts. This indicates no

advantage in high density, low poverty tracts relative to high density, high poverty

tracts.
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Growth rate of employment remained a significant force for poverty

reduction, with dramatic differences by initial poverty condition. A one percentage-

point increase in employment growth leveraged the largest reductions in the poorest

tracts. While increased employment growth rates reduced poverty by an additional

0.011 percentage points in low poverty tracts, it reduced poverty by 0.047

percentage points in medium poverty tracts and by 0.088 percentage points in high

poverty tracts. Social capital as well provided more poverty-reducing benefit to tracts

that began the period poorer. Although increases in social capital did not result in

changes in poverty rate that were statistically different from zero in low and medium

poverty tracts, expected poverty reduction increased to a significantly different

estimate of -0.975 percentage points for high poverty tracts. Thus it appears that while

changes in demographics will alter the fates for poor tracts only slightly, relative to

richer ones, increases in employment growth rates and social capital potentially have

the power to lead to relatively large decreases in poverty for the poorest tracts as

compared with richer ones.

The interaction between social capital and employment growth was not

significantly different from zero or by initial poverty condition. The interaction

between adjacency and employment growth was, however. The ability of employment

growth to "overcome" deleterious effects of having poor neighbors held true for low

and medium poverty tracts (parameter estimates of additional percentage point

declines in poverty of -0.001 for both), but did not hold true for the poorest tracts.

High poverty tracts saw a reduction of expected poverty decline by 0.00 1 percentage
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points for those in pockets of poverty with one percentage-point increases in

employment growth.

As expected, the dummy variables remain significant and of the same signs as

the previous full spatial model run. Both the spatial lag and the spatial error term

parameters are again highly significant. Despite the complexity of interpreting the

interaction terms in this model, the full SAC spatial specification remains the most

appropriate model to address poverty change by initial condition.



Chapter 6. Conclusion

Poverty declines between 1990 and 2000 in the United States represented a

change in many ways from previous patterns. Poverty decreased nationwide,

concentration of poverty decreased, and areas of historically high or persistent poverty

saw dramatic decreases.

This study is the first attempt at using tract-level data across the U.S. over two

census observations to model determinants of poverty change. New variables were

introduced to capture social capital, pocket effects, and spillover effects. Using tract

data represents an improvement over county level data, even though the limitations of

the data may render longer-term studies impossible. While the large number of tract

observations at the national level is prohibitive of some techniques, it is possible to run

spatial models that take advantage of the homogeneity of the tract level aggregations.

Using tracts also puts the emphasis on urban poverty, as opposed to rural. County

aggregate data overstate the decline in as well as the spatial extent of poverty when not

weighted by population.

These results confirm that using a spatial model that accounts for both a spatial

lag as well as spatial dependence in the error terms was appropriate in this context.

The SAC model resulted in a greatly improved adjusted R2 and, more importantly, the

spatial parameters were highly significant. Spatial models make sense intuitively, are

needed econometrically, and are possible computationally, even with very large data
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sets such as used in this study. Spatial models also provide a means to identify

spillover effects through the significance and value of a spatial lag variable.

Although the 1990s represent a decade of surprising economic growth,

conditions that may be somewhat anomalous, there are insights to be gained from the

movement of tracts into and out of poverty during that period. Significant declines

were made in the poorest tracts of the poorest areas of the United States. Racial and

ethnic minorities and single-mother families retarded poverty decline, while higher

educational attainment rates speeded poverty reductions. The returns to a high school

education were higher than attaining a four-year college degree, suggesting that lack

of a high school diploma may be a more critical barrier to poverty reduction than

completion of a college education. Surprisingly, higher proportions of children and

elderly contributed to poverty declines. An area's poverty rate in 1990 had a large

effect on the change in poverty between 1990 and 2000, with higher levels of 1990

poverty leading to larger declines. The recent decade brought great inroads of poverty

declines into areas of previously high or persistent poverty.

Poverty pockets have a significant effect on the outcomes of a tract. Even

above and beyond the presence of spillover effects, adjacency to poor tracts provides

an additional negative effect. Tract population density failed to capture the expected

rural/urban and poverty relationship, possibly because the relationship between

rurality and poverty change is not linear. The importance of employment growth is

demonstrated by the highly significant results. Interactions of social capital and

adjacency with employment growth produced mixed results, but indicate that the
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negative effect of being located in a poverty pocket can be partially mitigated with

higher rates of employment growth. The importance of spillovers may be partially

attributable to the presence of one of the more important factors in determining

poverty reduction, job growth, occurring on a geographic scale larger than the tract

level, but also indicate that the poverty changes of all tracts are tied together.

The fate of any given tract was also affected by their poverty level at the

beginning of the period. Low poverty tracts experienced more negative effects due to

larger racial and ethnic minority populations than already high poverty tracts. The

negative effects even disappeared for high poverty tracts with increasing proportions

of Hispanic residents. Proportions of single-mother households had a significant

negative effect across all initial conditions, and was the variable that changed the least

by starting condition. Returns to education, both at the high school and college level,

are greatest for areas that began as low poverty areas. Although adjacency reduces

poverty decline for all areas, it affected low poverty areas the most.

Employment growth remained a significant determinant of poverty change,

especially in tracts that began as high poverty areas. Social capital also contributed

more to poverty decline in high poverty areas. Larger declines in poverty for high

poverty areas were not due to lower proportions of racial or ethnic minorities or

educational attainment relative to low poverty areas, but relied more on family

structure, social capital, pocket and spillover effects, and employment growth than low

poverty areas.
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Identifying significant determinants of poverty accurately is important for

identifying effective anti-poverty policies. To be efficient, policy must seek to change

the factors associated with poverty that will bring the greatest effect for the least

effort. Lowering the poverty rate of high poverty tracts will not only decrease any one

individual's probability of poverty, but will also increase the poverty reduction of

adjacent tracts. Spillover effects, both positive and negative, tie the fates of contiguous

tracts together. Reducing the number of adjacent high poverty tracts will improve the

poverty decline in a tract. Improvements in social capital will also aid tracts in anti-

poverty effort. Research and identification of activities and programs that can create

and strengthen the interpersonal networks integral to constructive social capital will be

needed. While there are significant steps remaining to eliminate discrimination and

wage gaps between ethnic and racial groups and between men and women, overall

poverty reduction efforts may be better focused on bringing jobs to high poverty areas.

Employment growth has consistently been shown to have large effects on poverty.

Encouraging attaining a college degree is unlikely to drastically change poverty status,

particularly in high poverty areas, without a good job waiting in these areas for the

graduate. Further research should focus on whether bringing employment growth into

an area may, however, stimulate investments in human capital among the residents

that will increase the ability of the labor force in general, making the pool of labor

supply more attractive to potential businesses. Improving job offerings in an area will

both increase the chances of individual residents gaining adequate income as well as

make an area more attractive for immigrants. Increased in-migration of non-poor
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families into high poverty areas, along with increasing the migration of poor

families into low poverty areas, will lower poverty rates in high poverty areas and

continue the trend of poverty deconcentration.
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Appendix A. Poverty Thresholds from US Census Bureau

1989

Weighted
average

Related children under 18 years of age
Eight

or
Size of family unit threshold None One Two Three Four Five Six Seven more

One person $6,310
Under 65 years 6,451 6,451
65 years and over 5,947 5,947

Two people 8,076
Householder under 65

years 8,343 8,303 8,547
Householder 65 years

and over 7,501 7,495 8,515

Three people 9,885 9,699 9,981 9,990
Four people 12,674 12,790 12,999 12,575 12,619
Five people 14,990 15,424 15,648 15,169 14,798 14,572
Six people 16,921 17,740 17,811 17,444 17,092 16,569 16,259
Seven people 19,162 20,412 20,540 20,101 19,794 19,224 18,558 17,828
Eight people 21,328 22,830 23,031 22,617 22,253 21,738 21,084 20,403 20,230
Nine people or more 25,480 27,463 27,596 27,229 26,921 26,415 25,719 25,089 24,933 23,973



Appendix A continued

1999

Size of family unit
One person

Under 65 years
65 years and over

Two people
Householder under 65

years
Householder 65 years

and over

Three people
Four people
Five people
Six people
Seven people
Eight people
Nine people or more

Weighted
average

threshold
$8,501

8,667
7,990

10,869

11,214

10,075

13,290
17,029
20,127
22,727
25,912
28,967
34,417

None

8,667
7,990

11,156

10,070

13,032
17,084
20,723
23,835
27,425
30,673
36,897

One

11,483

11,440

13,410
17,465
21,024
23,930
27,596
30,944
37,076

Related children under 18 years of age

Two Three Four Five Six

13,423
16,895 16,954
20,380 19,882 19,578
23,436 22,964 22,261 21,845
27,006 26,595 25,828 24,934 23,953
30,387 29,899 29,206 28,327 27,412
36,583 36,169 35,489 34,554 33,708

Seven

27,180
33,499

Eight
or

more

32,208
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Appendix B. Social Capital Index Components

The social capital index (Rupasingha and Goetz) includes the following variables:

bowl9O: Bowling centers

civic9O: civic and social associations

fitns9O: Physical fitness facilities

golf9O: Public golf courses

relig9O: Religious organizations

sport9O: sports clubs, managers and promoters

memspt9O: Membership sports and recreation clubs

poi9ø: Political organizations

prof9O: Professional organizations

bus9O: Business associations

labor9O: Labor organizations

memnec9O: membership organizations not elsewhere classified

assn9O: the aggregate for all of above variables

(Source of above: County Business Patterns 1990 CD-ROM)

Respn9O: Census Mail Response Rates 1990

(Source: Census response rates)
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Pvote88: Vote cast for president in 1988/total population of age 18 and over in 1990

Pvote92: Vote cast for president in l992/total population ofage 18 and over in 1990

(Source: USA Counties CD-ROM)

Nccs9O: Number of not-for-profit organizations8

(Source: National Center for Charitable Statistics)

Pop9O: Resident population

The actual index was created in two ways. Ski90pcm is a composite index created

using principle components. The variables used in the principle components analysis

were: total associations (assn90) per 10,000 people, number of not-for-profit

organizations (nccn90) per 10,000 people, census mail response rate for 1990, and

vote cast for president in 1988 divided by total population ofage 18 and over in 1990.

First principle component that explained about 46% of the variation is considered here

as the index of social capital. Ski9Ostd is a composite index created using the same

variables used to create ski9Opcm. Each of these variables was standardized to have a

mean of zero and a standard deviation of one and then mean of the standardized

variables was taken to create the composite index of ski9Ostd. The simple correlation

between the two composite indexes is 99 percent. This study uses Ski90std.

Organizations numbered from CBP and NCCS sources may not be mutually exclusive.



Appendix C. Descriptive Statistics of Excluded Tracts

Dependent
Variable

All tracts (n=1076)
Mean St Dev Mm Max

Low Poverty Tracts (n=382)
Mean St Dcv Mm Max

cipv9000 0.3649 7.5207 -100.0000 66.6667 1.9248 3.7203 -5.0516 38.1818
Tract Variables
pctbl90 6.3253 15.5951 0.0000 100.0000 5.5373 12.2830 0.0000 100.0000
pctna90 3.3672 12.3489 0.0000 100.0000 3.6420 9.7627 0.0000 85.7143
pcthis90 4.8563 9.8414 0.0000 100.0000 6.9194 10.4184 0.0000 100.0000
pctoth90 15.9059 27.6835 0.0000 100.0000 31.3744 32.3494 0.0000 95.1983
pctfwc90 2.5735 5.1482 0.0000 100.0000 3.9466 3.4189 0.0000 25.0000
pcthsd90 46.4742 40.7527 0.0000 100.0000 82.0777 17.7995 0.0000 100.0000
pctcol9O 11.8200 15.6772 0.0000 100.0000 23.5532 14.7424 0.0000 100.0000
pctkid90 11.6623 14.0871 0.0000 80.0000 21.3945 10.9874 0.0000 68.0851
pcteld90 5.3417 9.8634 0.0000 100.0000 8.5803 10.5520 0.0000 100.0000
pctpov90 7.3204 16.2021 0.0000 100.0000 4.3218 2.9951 0.0000 9.9214
adj90 9.5552 21.6412 0.0000 100.0000 3.3261 14.0770 0.0000 100.0000
trpden90 3.2924 10.1957 0.0000 180.7333 4.5691 9.3053 0.0000 90.1167
County Variables
gremp00 12.2633 21.3882 -27.9620 194.2320 5.8493 13.2291 -27.9620 71.9820
ski90 -0.1565 0.5498 -1.6702 4.2027 -0.0646 0.2936 -1.6225 1.4006
Interaction Terms
skixgr -4.6157 21.9585 -81.8320 221.6136 -0.7559 6.4122 -81.8320 21.3460
adjxgr 87.7264 392.1730 -1863.8000 4199.5000 29.4601 257.6516 -225.7500 4199.5000



Appendix C continued

Dependent
Variable

Medium Poverty Tracts (n=133)
Mean St Dev Mm Max

High Poverty Tracts (n=66)
Mean St Dev Mm Max

cipv9000 1.8752 9.1921 -29.1262 61.7778 -8.9694 23.9636 -100.0000 66.6667
Tract Variables
pctbl9O 5.5901 11.9794 0.0000 79.5382 21.607 1 27.3511 0.0000 100.0000
pctna9O 8.4086 18.5617 0.0000 94.1999 12.95 16 29.4551 0.0000 95.0369
pcthis90 7.9439 10.8246 0.0000 78.57 14 9.8220 15 .2023 0.0000 67.6617
pctoth9O 32.2643 32.3054 0.0000 89.6686 10.9893 23.7083 0.0000 100.0000
pctfwc90 6.9539 5.1761 0.0000 33.3333 5. 100 1 14.4276 0.0000 100.0000
pcthsd9O 75.1013 13.3305 14.8750 100.0000 52.8920 30.4183 0.0000 100.0000
pctcol9O 15.8511 11.2908 0.0000 100.0000 12.2589 20.2 122 0.0000 93.3333
pctkid90 23.8389 10.0923 0.0000 57.0513 16.4 125 21.3499 0.0000 80.0000
pcteld9O 10.5506 8.5227 0.0000 60.5670 10.5472 16.4653 0.0000 100.0000
pctpov9O 16.1957 5.3970 10.0627 29.1262 6 1.6933 24.6 115 30.6667 100.0000
adj90 9.8579 20.5313 0.0000 100.0000 25.4706 31.3495 0.0000 100.0000
trpden9O 6.4839 11.9190 0.0000 64.6000 3 .8914 10.7495 0.0000 59.7500
County Variables
grempoo 10.0424 17.1107 -24.1620 58.8710 7.4494 14.3563 -13.4490 45.8200
ski9O -0.0626 0.2942 -1.5300 0.7918 -0.1057 0.6482 -1.5300 1.0656
Interaction Terms
skixgr -0.3271 6.4421 -41.8138 35.7050 -0.0231 7.3331 -27.1920 20.5775
adjxgr 115.3263 437.9346 -806.9400 3339.0000 252.0530 642.1058 -594.8000 2900.7750




